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ABSTRACT The growing network density and unprecedented increase in network traffic, caused by
the massively expanding number of connected devices and online services, require intelligent network
operations. Machine Learning (ML) has been applied in this regard in different types of networks and
networking technologies to meet the requirements of future communicating devices and services. In this
article, we provide a detailed account of current research on the application of ML in communication
networks and shed light on future research challenges. Research on the application of ML in communication
networks is described in: i) the three layers, i.e., physical, access, and network layers; and ii) novel computing
and networking concepts such as Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC), Software Defined Networking
(SDN), Network Functions Virtualization (NFV), and a brief overview of ML-based network security.
Important future research challenges are identified and presented to help stir further research in key areas in
this direction.

INDEX TERMS Communication networks, machine learning, physical layer, MAC layer, network layer,
SDN, NFV, MEC, security, artificial intelligence (AI).

I. INTRODUCTION
The security, availability and performance demands of new
applications, services and devices are increasing at a pace
higher than anticipated. Real-time responsiveness in applica-
tion areas like e-health, traffic, and industry requires commu-
nication networks to make real-time decisions autonomously.
Such real-time autonomous decision-making requires that
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the network must react and learn from the environment,
and control itself without human interventions. However,
communication networks have until now taken a different
path. Traditional networks rely on human involvement to
respondmanually to changes such as traffic variation, updates
in network functions and services, security breaches, and
faults. Human-machine interactions have resulted in net-
work downtime [1], have opened the network to security
vulnerabilities [2], and lead to many other challenges in
current communication networks [3], [4].
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The requirement for human interaction or manual config-
uration constitutes a major hindrance for a network to use
its past experiences to adapt to changing requirements. The
general idea is to predict the (future) behavior of a service,
network segment, user or User Equipment (UE), and tune the
network at run-time based on this information. For instance,
the movement trajectory of a user can be predicted using
straight-forward mechanisms such as measuring the signal
strength between consecutive base stations, to minimize the
handover latency. Moreover, the requirements of near future
services and networks, such as vehicular communication and
the Internet of Things (IoT) in Fifth Generation (5G), need the
introduction of intelligent network operations [5], [6]. Intel-
ligence in communication networks can be characterized as
follows: the network system pursues its goals autonomously,
i.e., without human intervention, in the presence of uncer-
tainty that is caused by lack of information [7]. The system
reacts and adapts to changes in its environment and learns
from experience, based on information collected during its
operation.

Machine Learning (ML) with its many disciplines has
been on the forefront for automation, embodying intelligence
in machines to minimize costs and errors, and to increase
efficiency. ML is a sub-field of AI that is concerned with
‘‘the programming of a digital computer to behave in a
way which, if done by human beings or animals, would be
described as involving the process of learning’’ [8]. An ML
system improves its performance on future tasks after making
observations of its environment [7]. Such observations are
represented by data, and the sources of the data are referred
to as sensors. Analysing the data, an ML system creates and
potentially updates an internal model of its operating envi-
ronment. In communication systems, ML enables systematic
mining and extraction of useful information from traffic data
to automatically find the correlations that would otherwise be
too complex for human experts [9].

ML systems can be broadly categorized into: super-
vised learning [7], unsupervised learning [10], [11],
semi-supervised learning [12], and reinforcement learn-
ing [13], [14]. Given the input data (‘‘independent vari-
ables’’, ‘‘covariates’’), an ML system makes predictions of
output data (‘‘dependent variable’’, ‘‘response’’). Instead of
hard-coded rules, the system estimates the mapping between
input and output by analysing labeled training data, that is,
data containing examples of actual inputs and corresponding
outputs. The process of estimating themapping between input
and output is referred to as supervised learning [7, p. 695].
In unsupervised learning, given input data, the system learns
patterns and associations occurring in the data. Unsuper-
vised learning techniques include clustering, i.e. partitioning
data into separate subsets according to varying criteria [15],
[16], and dimensionality reduction, where multidimensional
data is projected, by any of a multitude of methods, to a
lower-dimensional space [17].

In semi-supervised learning, given input data, a small part
of which is labelled with the corresponding output data,

the system learns either how to label the unlabelled input
data (transductive learning), or to predict the output given
new input data (inductive learning) [12]. As labelling data
is often expensive, semi-supervised learning offers in some
cases a cost-effective way of training a learning agent. In rein-
forcement learning, given input data, the system learns to take
actions that maximise a cumulative reward [13], [14]. All
these types of learning enrich the systems with intelligence
to improve its future performance based on available infor-
mation.

Communication networks need to utilize the various dis-
ciplines, technologies, concepts and methods of ML for
many reasons. The major reasons being to mitigate the risks
involved with human-control, and empower the networks
to self-control, to adapt, and to heal themselves with the
changing user, traffic and network conditions, as well as
their dynamic requirements [18], [19]. The first use of ML
in telecommunication was realized in a network traffic con-
troller in 1990, called NETMAN [20]. NETMAN combined
two machine learning techniques, i.e, explanation-based
learning and empirical learning, as described in [20]. The
main aim was to maximize call completion using ML tech-
niques in circuit-switched networks. Since then, networks and
the services using the networks have drastically changed with
the emergence of IP-based technologies. The domain of ML,
on the other hand, has progressed and widened dramatically
with the emergence of fast computing capabilities.

New technological concepts are introduced for
communication networks at an increasing pace. These new
concepts have an effect from the physical layer to the appli-
cation layer and beyond the layered architecture. The disci-
plines of ML can further improve the performance of such
technologies. For example, massive Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) systems in the physical layer significantly
improve the spectral and energy efficiency of wireless net-
works [21], [22]. ML techniques, in turn, can significantly
improve the performance of massive MIMO systems in, for
example, avoiding the challenges of pilot signal contami-
nation [23]. The disciplines of ML can be used to improve
the performance of cognitive radios in spectrum sharing,
and in heterogeneous access networks for sharing different
resources [24].

Furthermore, Software Defined Networking (SDN), Net-
work Function Virtualization (NFV), and Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) are proving to be stepping stones in
dynamic and opportunistic network operations. However,
these technologies introduce several challenges. For instance,
the centralized control platform in SDN and the hypervisor
or virtual resource manager in NFV can become potential
bottlenecks for entire networks these entities manage. It is
important to note that these entities might reside in MEC
nodes on the edge of mobile networks. Hence, there is a
need to investigate mechanisms that enable the network to
learn from the environment, comprehend potential challenges
(e.g., reasons or situations leading to bottlenecks), and tune
or configure itself at run-time to avoid or mitigate the risks of
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these challenges. ML is one such candidate that can enable
communication networks with such capabilities [19], [25].

Along with the improvement in communication technolo-
gies, several disciplines with distinct algorithms and tools
have emerged in ML. These algorithms and tools of ML
are actively investigated for numerous use-cases, diverse ser-
vices, and technologies in communication networks. There-
fore, this is the right time to shed light on the convergence of
the solutions, algorithms, and tools of ML with the advanced
technological concepts in communication networks. In this
article, we provide a detailed survey of the solutions, algo-
rithms, and tools of ML in communication networks. Begin-
ning from the physical layer, the use of ML in MAC and
network layers, and in technologies such as SDN, NFV, and
MEC is described. Future research directions are drawn to
help the research community to circumvent the challenges of
future services (e.g. for massive IoT) and technologies (e.g.
NFV) using ML and grasp attention to bridging the existing
gaps. Various surveys on the topic have recently appeared
covering some specific applications of communication tech-
nologies. However, the major difference between the existing
articles and this article is that our work provides an up-to-date
overview of the merger of the disciplines of ML, the different
communication layers, and emerging technological concepts
in communication networks. We also provide a summary of
the existing survey articles, and the gaps we identify in this
article.

This article is organized as follows: Section II describes
the related work. The survey of ML applications in the three
layers in communications networks, i.e., physical, MAC,
and network layers is presented in Sections III, IV, and V
respectively. The application of ML in SDN and NFV is
discussed in Section VI. ML for edge computing is discussed
in Section VII, and an overview of using ML for network
security is provided in Section VIII. Interesting insights into
the future of using ML for communication networks are pro-
vided in Section IX, and the paper is concluded in Section X.
For smooth readability, the most used acronyms are presented
in full in Table. 1.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
Due to the visible benefits of intelligent network operations,
several studies exist including survey articles, as presented
in Table 2 and Table 3. Most of the articles elaborate the con-
cepts and techniques of ML, its applicability in wireless net-
works, and possible future directions as highlighted in Table 2
and Table 3. Researchers have been looking into different
concepts that can be used to embed intelligence into com-
munication networks. For example, bio-inspired networking
comprises a class of strategies for scalable and efficient net-
working in uncertain conditions, profiting from the governing
dynamics and fundamental principles of biological sys-
tems [56]. A survey on bio-inspired networking is presented
in [27]. The article [27] describes fundamental challenges
in communication networks and how biological concepts
can be used to mitigate those challenges by highlighting the

TABLE 1. List of most common abbreviations.

existing research efforts. The significance of the work is in
embodying intelligence in communication networks, much
like the biological behavior of living organisms. The work
is focused on linking research in bio-inspired approaches and
nano-communications. A survey on bio-inspired mechanisms
for self-organizing networks (SON) is presented in [29].
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TABLE 2. Existing survey and literature review articles.

TABLE 3. Existing survey and literature review articles with main focus highlighted and compared to this article.

Leading to the recent development in ML, an introduc-
tion of ML with applications to communication systems is
provided in [41]. The article introduces the key concepts of

ML, mainly focusing on supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing, and discusses using ML for the physical layer at the
edge and cloud computing. The state-of-the-art techniques
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in addition to the opportunities and challenges of using
ML in Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets) are discussed
in [31]. The study of [31] describes ML-based techniques
for smart HetNet infrastructure and systems paying focus
on the challenges of self-configuration, self-healing, and
self-optimization. A historical background of ML, spanning
30 years, with an overview of its applications in wireless
networks is discussed in [51].

How to apply ML to networking is explained in [47] with
a basic workflow defined in several steps. The article [47]
sheds light on the recent development in the field and focuses
on measurements, prediction, and scheduling for network-
ing leveraging ML. The applications of ML, specifically
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), in wireless networks are
described in [48]. Being tutorial in nature, the article [48]
provides a thorough description of ANN algorithms, and
how ANNs can solve the challenges in wireless communi-
cations. A deep overview of using various types of ANNs in
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), wireless virtual reality,
MEC, spectrum management, and IoT is provided. The main
focus in the layered network architecture, though, is on the
physical layer.

A survey on the application of machine learning specif-
ically supervised and unsupervised learning, reinforcement
learning, Deep Neural Networks (DNNs), and transfer learn-
ing, in wireless networks is presented in [45]. Applications
are classified into resource management in the MAC layer,
mobility management and networking in the network layer,
and localization in the application layer. The article [45]
also instructs which type of ML technique or algorithms to
use in different applications based on suitability conditions.
Insights into using ML in novel technologies such as slicing
and dealing with big data provide interesting future research
directions.

A study on state-of-the-art Deep Learning (DL) for mobile
networks is presented in [9]. The authors present the back-
ground of DL and explore the application of DL for mobile
networks extensively. Insights on tailoring the concepts of DL
for mobile networks along with future research perspectives
make the article [9] an interesting read. The article [9], how-
ever, does not elaborate the potential uses of DL in emerging
networking technologies such as SDN andMEC.DLmethods
for enhancing the performance of wireless networks are stud-
ied in [37]. The application of DL methods in different layers
of the network, in intrusion prevention and other network
functions such as fog computing, is studied.

There are also several articles that focus on the concepts
of ML in a particular area of wireless networks (Table 2
and Table 3). For example, [33] describes the state-of-the-
art DL for intelligent network traffic control systems. In [42],
MLmechanisms for SDN are elaborated with their shortcom-
ings and future research directions. Focusing on the learning
problems in cognitive radios, [57] argues for the importance
of usingML to achieve real cognitive communication systems
and summarizes the state-of-the-art literature on ML for cog-
nitive radios. Cognitive radios use intelligence to efficiently

use radio resources, such as the most important and scarce
resource of radio frequency.

In [40], the authors discuss the mechanisms of utiliz-
ing available data to increase efficiency in next-generation
wireless networks leveraging ML. The work describes data
sources and drivers for adopting data analytics and ML to
enable the network to be self-aware, self-adaptive, proac-
tive and prescriptive. Data-driven coverage and capacity
optimization are explained with benefits in load-balancing,
mobility, and congestion control, beam-forming, etc. Fur-
thermore, [38] and [39] provides an overview of ML tech-
niques for optical networks respectively. The classification of
Internet traffic using ML is discussed in [26]. An overview
of ML in Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) is presented
in [58]. To solve the most important challenges of WMNs
such as high bandwidth and coverage, expected QoS and
security, and network management, key ML techniques are
discussed.

Intelligence is a focal point in IoT due to the increase in the
number of deployed devices and the humongous growth pro-
jected [34]. In [34], the authors review learning and big data
analysis approaches related to IoT. UsingML to cope with the
dynamic nature of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), [30]
discusses the potential of ML with its applications and algo-
rithms in the area. The article describes the advantages and
disadvantages of various algorithms in particular scenarios
and presents a guide for WSN designers to select the right
ML algorithms. A brief survey on using ML for securing IoT
and WSNs is presented in [35]. Various types of attacks on
WSNs are presented followed by the overview of different
solutions that use ML to secure the networks. An overview of
DL approaches for IoT is presented in [59].

A survey on data mining and ML techniques for intru-
sion detection systems is presented in [32]. The article first
describes the methods of data mining and ML and then
provides an overview of various articles that use those meth-
ods for improving the cyber-security landscape. The authors
argue that no single technique or method can be considered
generally to be the best approach. Different algorithms can be
selected for different scenarios based on the type of attack or
security vulnerability. Similarly, the completeness of the data
set is of paramount importance; considering both network-
and kernel-level data, and if possible the network data must
be augmented with the operating system kernel-level data.

An interesting insight into ML is provided in [36]. The
authors describe that even though the concepts and tech-
niques of ML have been proposed and used in various fields
including cyber-security, the techniques might be vulnerable
to security lapses. The article [36] provides a deep overview
of the security of various techniques and algorithms of ML
and describes defensive measures to secure those. A study
of DNS traffic for cyber-security is conducted in [60]. The
authors reveal that most of the systems using ML approaches
consume longer times than required for real-time security
measures. Similarly, [28] studies the state-of-the-art intrusion
detection systems (IDS) that useML. The authors observe the
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difficulties and challenges in using ML for IDS compared to
other applications of ML.

Reinforcement learning has been used in communication
networks to enable network elements to obtain optimal poli-
cies for taking, usually a limited number of, decisions or
actions. As the number of states or actions grow, Deep Rein-
forcement Learning (DRL) is used to improve the network
performance under uncertain conditions. DRL is a com-
bination of reinforcement learning and deep learning that
can meet the challenging dynamics in 5G and beyond [43].
In [43], the applications of DRL to improve energy efficiency,
resource utilization (utility maximization), and performance
of key technologies in 5G such as network slicing, edge
caching, and computation offloading is discussed. Further-
more, various applications of DRL in wireless networks are
discussed in [44].

A survey on the use of ML in MEC, mainly to solve the
challenges of resource scarcity through these technologies,
is presented in [52]. The article describes the main problems
of MEC platforms and communication networks-specific
ongoing ML research activities. Research on using ML to
solve the challenges of task offloading, resource allocation,
server deployment, and overhead management are elabo-
rated. The authors conclude that for task offloading ML is
mostly used in classification and for resource allocation ML
is mostly used in optimization. Similarly, for server deploy-
ment ML is mostly used in clustering, and for overhead man-
agement ML is mostly used in state transitions. Furthermore,
the potential of ML at the edge of wireless networks is also
described in [61]. A survey on using federated learning (FL)
in MEC is presented in [55].

A comparative study of ML techniques for improving
latency in communication networks is carried out in [53]. The
authors survey ML techniques in technical depths for band-
width allocation decisions in converged networks consisting
of end-users, machines and robots. The article concludes that
ANN has superior uplink latency performance compared to
other techniques such as SVM, KNN, and logic regression.
A survey of online data-driven proactive 5G network opti-
mization using ML is presented in [54]. The article focuses
on the potential of big data analytics along with methods
and technologies for proactive network optimization using
machine learning in future networks.

A survey on the use of ML in 5G and beyond 5G mobile
wireless networks is presented in [50]. The article provides
an overview of the fundamentals of ML with its disciplines,
mainly the types of learning such as supervised, unsupervised
and reinforcement learning, and its applications in wireless
networks. Related to 5G, the article discusses the potential use
of ML in enhanced mobile broadband, massive machine-type
communications, and ultra-reliable low latency communica-
tions. The article also discusses the role of ML in beyond 5G
or 6G systems. The role of ML in 6G is also discussed in a
white paper presented in [25]. The white paper elaborates the
potential uses of ML in futuristic technologies that could be
used in 6G.

However, none of the existing articles take a deep look into
the recent technological developments such as SDN, NFV,
and MEC which can leverage ML for a variety of purposes
in future communication networks. Table 2 summarizes the
existing survey and related articles that outline the concepts
of different disciplines of ML for communication networks.
The articles are organized with respect to a year, whereas
the scope and limitations of each are highlighted. Table 3
presents a comparison of the relevant survey articles, high-
lighting what is missing from the whole picture, and pre-
senting the differences between this article and the existing
ones. The major difference between the existing articles and
this article is that our work provides an up-to-date overview
of the merger of disciplines of ML with different parts (lay-
ers), and novel technological concepts in communication
networks. We describe ML in communication networks for
the technologies of physical layer, MAC layer, network layer,
and the novel concepts and technologies in communica-
tion networks such as massive MIMO, Softwarized network
functions enabled by SDN and NFV.

MEC can support ML by providing computation for the
learning or analysis algorithms in the edge or near the data
sources. This article describes how MEC helps the deploy-
ment of ML techniques, and howML can be used to optimize
MEC platforms. This paper also discusses how ML can be
used to overcome the challenges of security in future net-
works, as well as provide future directions on improving the
use of ML in different domains and technologies of commu-
nication networks. The main contributions of this article are
summarized as follows:

1) A summary of existing survey articles under the theme
of applications of ML in wireless networks is provided.

2) The needs and applications of ML in physical, MAC
and network layers are presented to provide the state-
of-the-art applications of ML in each layer.

3) The applications of ML in novel technologies such as
MEC, SDN, and NFV are presented.

4) An overview of using ML for network security is pre-
sented.

5) Interesting insights into the shortcomings of existing
techniques to motivate future research are presented to
stir further research in this direction.

In a nutshell, this article provides a clear elaboration of the
need of intelligence in communication networks, the current
trends used for embedding ML-based intelligence in com-
munication networks, and the future directions on how to
improve networks to embrace ML, and how to improve the
techniques and tools of ML for its efficient use in communi-
cation networks. In the following section, we begin from the
application of ML in the physical layer.

III. ML FOR LAYER ONE: PHYSICAL LAYER
Physical Layer, also commonly referred to as Layer 1, is the
lowest layer of a communication system that deals with the
optimal transmission, receiver processing and accurate mod-
eling of channels to ensure reliable data communication over
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physical channels. Communication signal processing algo-
rithms for a physical layer are typically designed analytically
by applying mathematical optimization, statistics, and infor-
mation theory. For example, estimators such as maximum
likelihood or minimummean square error have been typically
used for signal processing. These estimators are developed
using estimation theory, which is a branch of statistics. Simi-
larly, most physical layer algorithms try to solve an optimiza-
tion problem which deals with maximizing or minimizing a
real function. Thus, methods suitable to solve these optimiza-
tion problems, such as dual ascent, co-ordinate descent, are
also widely used for signal processing of physical layer. Opti-
mal layer 1 algorithms are usually derived and realized for
relatively simple conditions such as stationary channels and
systems, linear processing and Gaussian noise. Therefore,
for a practical communication system with non-linearity and
imperfections,ML can potentially provide gains over existing
physical layer algorithms. In [62], the authors discussed the
application of DL for several physical layer applications. The
opportunities and challenges of DL for the physical layer are
discussed in [63]. In this section, we focus on the application
of ML for different parts of the physical layer. We cover
Digital Pre-Distortion (DPD) and beamforming, while they
were out of the scope of [62] or [63]. In addition, we discuss
ML-based end-to-end communication systems, i.e., how an
ANN is used to replace the entire receiver. A summary of
important ML applications for the physical layer is presented
in Table 4.

A. APPLICATION OF NEURAL NETWORKS FOR DIGITAL
PRE-DISTORTION
The presence of non-linear distortion can pose severe
consequences for digital systems. The primary cause of
the non-linear distortion in digital radio systems is the
high-power amplifier (HPA). The obvious solution to this
problem is to use linear class A amplifiers or to oper-
ate the HPA far from the saturation point. However, this
solution leads to expensive, bulky and inefficient HPAs.
A more efficient solution is to apply a non-linear filter
at the transmitter which generates the inverse of an HPA
response. This technique to linearize the effects of an HPA
by pre-distorting the baseband digital signal is commonly
known as DPD. A typical transmitter with a DPD is illustrated
in Fig. 1. The baseband input stream a(KT0) is subjected to
a pre-distortion filter which essentially inverts the effects of
the HPA. The pre-distorted signal b(KT0) goes through mod-
ulator and demodulator pulse shaping filters with impulse
response gT (t) and gR(t). The impact of the HPA can be
analyzed comparing the output of the demodulator c(KT0)
and pre-distortion filter output b(KT0). The weight of the
pre-distortion filter can be adapted based on the difference
of c(KT0) and b(KT0). However, the performance of the
pre-distortion filter depends on how accurately the HPA has
been modeled. As the response of an HPA is a non-linear
continuous function, the conventional memory polynomial
models are not always accurate. In addition, an HPA has to

FIGURE 1. A conventional transmitter system with pre-distortion.

support different types of signals which makes the polyno-
mial modeling more difficult. ANNs have been proven as
an efficient tool to implement non-linear mappings. It has
been shown that feed-forward ANNs with sufficient neu-
rons are universal approximators for an arbitrary continuous
function [64]. Therefore, ANN is a natural choice for pre-
distortion, which can be trained to generalize a HPA model
for different types of carriers.

Several efforts have been made in the last three decades
to apply ANN to design sophisticated DPD algorithms. One
of the earliest ANN-based DPD design has been proposed
in [65]. The pre-distortion filter of Fig. 1 is replaced with an
ANN that consists of three inputs, one hidden layer with five
neurons and one output. The ANN-based DPD can decrease
the Mean-Square Error (MSE) by -29.53 dB. Another early
ANN-based DPD has been proposed in [66]. The authors pro-
posed an ANN-based DPD for memoryless non-linear HPA
model described by [67]. This work used an ANN, similar to
that of [65], which works as a pre-distortion filter. In addition,
an ANN is used for training which replaces the adaptation
block of Fig. 1. However, the DPD of [66] requires a large
number of parameters resulting in a significant computational
load. An improved design was proposed in [68] that simpli-
fies the pre-distortion problem by utilizing the knowledge of
Radio Frequency (RF) amplifier response properties.

In [69], the author proposed an ANN-based pre-distortion
technique for satellite communications. The proposed DPD
consists of two separate ANNs. The first ANN is used for
Travelling Wave Tube (TWT) amplifier transfer function
modeling and the second ANN is used for the inverse of the
transfer function. Each ANN contains two-layers andN = 10
neurons. Contrary to the use of a known normalized TWT,
the authors assumed a non-normalized solid-state HPA with
unknown parameters and with intrinsic adaptive behavior
in [70]. Each ANN consists of one hidden layer with N = 10
neurons and one output layer with a single neuron. In [71],
the first experimental ANN-based DPD is demonstrated. The
proposed method uses a single Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
for both amplitude and phase correction and can achieve
a 25 dB linearity improvement which was evidenced by
the measurement results. The experimental setup of the
four-layer MLP is trained with ANN toolboxes of MATLAB.
A Double Input Double Output (DIDO) two-layer forward
ANN combined with a tapped delay line for a HPA with
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TABLE 4. ML for Physical Layer.

memory is proposed in [72]. The in-phase and quadrature
components of a complex signal served as the two inputs of
theDPD.ACascade-Correlation (CasCoR)ANN-basedDPD

for an Orthogonal Frequency DivisionMultiplexing (OFDM)
system is proposed in [73]. The OFDM system is very sen-
sitive to non-linear distortion and thus, a memoryless HPA
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model is not suitable for OFDM. The non-linear distortion
caused by the memory HPA of the OFDM system can be
greatly compensated by the CasCoR ANN-based DPD [73].

In [74], the authors proposed system-level behavioral mod-
eling for HPAs using Real-Valued Time-Delay Neural Net-
work (RVTDNN). The HPA behavioral modeling is useful
to analyze the non-linearity of a system without the need
for actual HPA hardware. The ANN has been successfully
used to model RF and microwave circuits and the authors
proposed dynamic modeling of RF HPAs using ANN. A class
AB LDMOS HPA is used in this study to generate the input
and output data to train and validate the RVTDNN. A two-
layer NN is used with two neurons in the input and output and
N = 15 neurons in the hidden layer. HPA modeling based on
Radial-Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) has been
proposed in [75]. In this work, the envelope of the sampled
input and output signals are used rather than in-phase (I)
and quadrature-phase (Q) signals. The RBFNN requires less
training than traditional I/Q signal based ANNs. The RBFNN
could also be successfully used as the inverse model of DPD,
i.e. the pre-distortion filter model.

A Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) implementa-
tion of RVTDNN for HPA behavioral modeling is presented
in [76]. The RVTDNN and a Back-Propagation learning
algorithm are implemented on a Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA.
The RVTDNN contains two layers with a six neuron hid-
den layer. The FPGA implementation is compared with a
16-QAM reference signal that is generated with MATLAB.
A DPD technique based on a Non-linear Autoregressive
Exogenous (NARX) model is proposed in [77]. The NARX
network is a class of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)
which allows efficient modeling of nonlinear systems. The
NARX DPD of [77] has been proposed to linearize class F
HPAs. The DPDmodel consists of two identical ANNswhere
the ANN replacing the pre-distortion filter is static while the
ANN replacing the adaptation is dynamic. Each of the ANN
consists of three layers and the number of neurons in the
hidden layer is varied from N = 4 to N = 10. The exper-
imental setup linearized a GaN class F HPA that operates
on 2 GHz and a Long Term Evolution (LTE) input signal is
inserted with a vector signal generator. In [78], the authors
compared sigmoid and ReLU activated DNN-based DPDs for
a specific number of coefficients. The ACLR of both DPDs
was measured using a GaN Doherty power amplifier. This
work demonstrated that sigmoid activation outperforms the
ReLU for less than 2000 coefficients. If the coefficients are
increased more than 2000, then ReLU provides a 3-4 dB gain
over sigmoid activation function.

B. LEARNING TO DECODE
Channel coding is a technique to control errors of data com-
munication over noisy channels. The application of ANN for
channel coding and decoding was first introduced by Bruck
and Blaum in 1989 [79]. They have shown that given an
error-correction code, an ANN can be constructed in which
every local maximum is a codeword and vice-versa. In [80],

the authors showed an application of ANN to decode the
error-correction codes. In [81], the authors described the use
of ANN for channel decoders. The proposed ANN-based
decoders outperform the conventional decoders when Addi-
tive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) or Binary Symmetric
Channel (BSC) assumptions are violated, i.e., in a jamming
environment. Instead of using each output node for single
bits, the authors proposed an ANN for Hamming codes that
use every output node for one codeword. They examined
the possible solution of Hamming codes with two differ-
ent ANNs, namely counter-propagation neural network and
back-propagation. The use of only the syndrome as the input
of ANN to solve Hamming codes is proposed in [82]. The
application of ANN to decode convolutional codes is shown
in [83]. The authors showed that the ANN network perfor-
mance matches the performance of an ideal Viterbi decoder.
In [84], an ANN is used to predict the presence of errors
in turbo coded data. The ANN can be used to improve the
reliability of communication by triggering re-transmission
requests during the decoding process. An RNN is proposed
for decoding convolutional codes for 3G systems in [85].
The authors claimed that the ANN decoder performs close
to Viterbi decoding and implementable for certain constraint
length. In [86], the authors proposed a random ANN-based
soft-decision decoder for block codes. The advantage of the
decoder over traditional algebraic decoder is its ability to
decoder non-binary codes.

A huge drawback of the application of ANN for decoding
error-correction codes was mentioned in [83]. The decoding
problem has far more possibilities than a conventional pat-
tern recognition problem. Thus, the application of ANN was
limited for short codes during the 90s. Besides, the standard
training methods with a large number of layers and neurons
also made the decoding unsuitable for long codewords. Thus,
the interest of using ANNs for decoding dwindled albeit a
few minor improvements [87]. However, the introduction of
layer-by-layer unsupervised learning followed by the Gradi-
ent Descent fine tuning in 2016 led to the renaissance of the
application of ANN for applications like channel coding [88].

Several ANN-based channel coding methods can be found
in the literature during the last few years. The use of DL to
decode linear codes can be found in [89]. The DL method
improves the belief propagation algorithm and different
LDPC are used to demonstrate the improvements. In [90],
the polar decoder is enhanced by applying ANN for decoding
sub-blocks. The authors partition the encoding graph and
train them individually and thus, reach near-optimal perfor-
mance per sub-block. The resulting decoding algorithm is
non-iterative and highly parallel. Nevertheless, the codeword
length is limited to short codes as the partitioning limits the
overall performance. An iterative belief propagation with a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture is pro-
posed in [91]. A conventional belief propagation decoder is
used to estimate the coded bits, which is followed by a CNN
to remove the estimation errors. In [92], the performance of
MLP, CNN and RNN are compared for channel decoding.
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They found that RNNhas the best decoding performancewith
the highest complexity. They also found that the length of
the codeword influences the fitting of the ANN. The term
saturation length for each ANN is coined in this work which
is caused by the restricted learning abilities.

In [93], the activation functions of DL are explored for
channel decoding problems of a polar code. The paper con-
siders the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) and its variants as the
activation functions. The authors also proposed a novel vari-
ant, called sloped ReLU for the positive domain range. The
error-rate comparison shows that conventional ReLU variants
do not provide much performance improvement. However,
the sloped ReLU, which is derived from the analogy of the
likelihood function in coding theory, provides performance
improvements. The idea of the sloped ReLU can be uti-
lized for other decoding algorithms. As mentioned earlier,
the partitioned ANN decoder utilizes multiple ANN decoders
which are connected with belief propagation decoding. The
belief propagation decoders affect the decoding performance
detrimentally. A neural successive cancellation is proposed
in [94] where multiple ANN decoders are connected through
successive cancellation decoding. The decoder achieves the
same performance of the partitioned ANN decoders while
reducing the decoding latency by 42.5%. In [95], a practi-
cal deep learning aided polar decoder is presented for any
code length. The computational complexity of the proposed
decoder is close to the original belief propagation algorithm.
The authors also proposed a hardware architecture of the deep
learning model. The proposed decoder outperforms the belief
propagation algorithm in error-rate simulations.

C. NEUROBEAMFORMER
Beamforming is a signal processing technique used for direc-
tional signal transmission and reception. The basic idea is to
set the phase angles of an antenna array in such a way that
signals at a certain angle experience constructive interference
and thus, focus the signal in the desired direction. The signal
processing related to phase angle calculation are typically
done in the digital domain and thus, can be considered as
a part of the physical layer. Contrary to pre-equalization or
preoding for MIMO systems, the beamformers corresponds
to steering a beem towards a particular direction. The history
of ANN-based beamformers can be traced back to the 80’s.
A typical setup of an ANN-based beamformer, also known as
neurobeamformer, is shown in Fig. 2. The neurobeamformer
uses an ANN to set the angles of the phased arrays so that
transmitted signals from different antennas can be focused on
the direction of the target user.

The earliest literature on beamforming using ANN was
proposed by Speidel in 1987–89 in [96], [97]. The straight-
forward implementation of adaptive beamformer could not
match the interference-cancellation performance of beam-
formers, which include sidelobe cancellers. The author
proposed a neuroprocessor which incorporates the beam-
former as a component and provides cancellation of side-
lobes, enhances source discrimination, and angle estimation

FIGURE 2. A typical setup of a Neurobeamformer where an ANN is used
to predict the beamforming weights.

through the interaction of beams. Speidel coined the term
neurobeamformer for this setup which, in theory, is imple-
mentable in analog circuitry without the need for any control
code. The idea is to use a Hopfield network, a type of RNN,
which can be employed to solve optimization problems using
analog crossbar network. The Hopfield network is used to
establish a direct relationship between the beamforming error
and the energy function of the circuit. The network aims to
minimize the energy function and in the process also mini-
mize the average squared error at the output. The data used
for training the ANNwere obtained from a practical measure-
ment setup, which includes a phase array with nine summed
rows. The phase array was immersed 30 meters deep and was
traveling at 15 knots. The Hopfield beamformer outperforms
the classical Least Mean-Square (LMS) algorithm in terms of
convergence rate [98].

During the 90s, Radial Basis Function (RBF) based ANNs
for adaptive beamforming were proposed in [99]–[102].
Conventional beamforming algorithms, such as Monopulse
and Multiple Signal Classification (Music) requires highly
calibrated and nearly identical antenna elements for accu-
rate results. These antenna beamforming algorithms are
not designed for hardware imperfections. According to the
authors, ANN excel in such problems where nonlinear or
unknown antenna element behaviors need to approximate
with a certain degree of accuracy. The authors apply an ANN
to determine whether the network could learn the desired
beamforming function and adapt the function to nonlinear
element failures and degradation. The first neurobeamformer
is designed to approximate the relationship between received
antenna radiation and the location of the target emitting the
radiation. The neurobeamformer performs consistently well
with the full operation and degraded phased antenna arrays.
The ANN typically detects 100% of the targets at 13 dB
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The training method used for
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the adaptive beamforming is based on back-propagation. The
authors capture antenna measurements with an eight-array X-
band antenna located at different positions. After each data
run, 121 information samples are collected and a subset of
them is used for training.

The idea of RBF ANN is extended in [103]. The authors
train the adaptive RBF ANN with a Gradient Descent algo-
rithm and a linear algebra-based network that trains using
an LMS error solution. The architecture of three-layer RBF
consists of an input layer for pre-processing the antenna
measurements, a hidden layer with Gaussian RBFs and an
output layer with summation nodes. The authors use an
eight-element phase array to gather training data. For every
degree of the azimuth angles, data is captured in the far
field of the array. The adaptive RBF finds a minimum in the
error-weight surface with only a few iterations. The ANN
beamformers perform very well except for data with severe
near-field scattering conditions. In [104], a novel ANN struc-
ture is proposed to implement an antenna array beamforming.
The ANN consists of two hidden layers. The first layer is
divided into sublayers which are equal to the number of
inputs. The sublayers are fully connected to the second hidden
layer. The ANN is trained using data fromminimum variance
distortionless response (MVDR) beamforming. The proposed
ANN structure outperforms conventional ANN structures for
beamforming. We invite interested readers to browse through
the reviews of [105] and [106] to know more about neu-
robeamformers.

D. AUTOENCODERS FOR END-TO-END COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
The communication systems are typically designed with
smaller and independent signal processing blocks that indi-
vidually execute their functions. The modular design pro-
cess of transceivers results in controllable and efficient
designs. However, the process of individually optimiz-
ing each sub-block can lead to sub-optimal designs [62].
For example, separating source and channel coding is
sub-optimal according to to [107]. On the other hand, the joint
optimization of these parts of the transceiver can be very
complex by analytical methods. DL methods, which do not
require a mathematically tractable model, can be utilized for
such a problem. A communication system can be viewed as
a type of autoencoder from the DL perspective.

An example of such an autoencoder is presented in [62].
A communication system typically consists of a transmitter,
a channel and a receiver in its simplest form. The transmitter
of [62] aims to send a message s out of M possible mes-
sages, which is encoded as a one-hot vector. The transmitter
consists of a feedforward ANN with multiple dense layers.
A normalization layer is added at the end of the transmitter
ANN that ensures that the energy or total power constraint is
satisfied which results in a transmitted signal x = f (s). The
communication channel is represented by an additive noise
layer with a fixed variance. The receiver is also implemented
as a feedforward ANN. The final layer of the receiver ANN

FIGURE 3. A simple autoencoder for end-to-end communication.

is a softmax activation layer. The output of the activation
layer is a probability vector in which the sum of elements
is equal to 1. The index of the largest element with the
highest probability determines which of theM possible mes-
sage is the decoded ŝ. A block diagram of an autoencoder,
which is similar to that of [62], is presented in Fig. 3. The
autoencoder of [62] is trained with gradient descent at a
fixed SNR. The error-rate simulation of the autoencoder is
compared with a communication system employing Binary
Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK) and a Hamming (7,4) code with
either hard-decision decoder orMaximumLikelihoodDecod-
ing (MLD). The simulation results show that the autoencoder
performs better than uncoded BPSK and Hamming (7,4) with
hard decision decoding.

The performance of the autoencoders can be adjusted for
specific communication scenarios or to accelerate the train-
ing phase by changing the DL architecture. In [62], certain
parametric transformations are shown to correspond to the
effect of the communication channel. The inverse transform
of this effect can compensate for the negative impact of the
channel. The authors proposed an extension to the simple
autoencoder by adding dense layers with a linear activation
function and a deterministic transformation layer. A parame-
ter vector ω is learned from the received vector y by the linear
activation block. The transformation block results in ỹ from y
and ω. The simulation results show that this extended archi-
tecture outperforms the plain autoencoder. The autoencoders,
extended multi-user scenarios, are also explored in [62].
Two autoencoder based transmitter and receiver pairs are
considered that attempt to communicate simultaneously over
the same interfering channel. Here, each transmitter-receiver
pair tries to optimize the system to propagate its own mes-
sage accurately. The autoencoder based communication is
extended for MIMO channels in [108]. The autoencoder
of [62] cannot be trained for a large number of messages due
to the complexity of training. The autoencoder must transmit
in smaller blocks ofmessages which requires synchronization
at the receiver side. Therefore, the autoencoder becomes
vulnerable to sampling frequency offset (SFO). In addition,
the inter-symbol interference (ISI) over multiple message
blocks also need to be included in the training mechanism.
To alleviate the ISI problem, a sequence decoder is introduced
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in [109] that decodes several message blocks in parallel with
the aid of multiple ANNs working in a parallel fashion. The
authors proposed another ANN for phase estimation to tackle
SFO problem. The idea of autoencoders for end-to-end com-
munications systems has been extended to OFDM systems
in [110]. This work shows that OFDM with a cyclic prefix
can mitigate the SFO issue of autoencoders and simplifies
equalization over multipath channels.

E. OTHERS
MIMO technology was introduced to boost the capacity of
wireless communication. Due to the large number of antennas
introduced in a massiveMIMO system, complexity ofMIMO
detection has been a key challenge. In addition, approxi-
mate inversion based detection mechanisms do not work
well when the ratio between number of antennas and users
are relatively low. Therefore, ML based methods can be an
attractive alternative which can provide optimal performance
with similar complexity to exact inversion based detection
methods. In [112], the authors proposed a MIMO detector
based on DL. The authors introduced DetNET, a DL net-
work, for binary MIMO detection. DetNET achieves optimal
detection performance and can be implemented in real-time.
In [113], a model-driven deep learning framework has been
presented for MIMO detection. The network trains some
adjustable parameters of orthogonal approximate message
passing (OAMP) detection. The OAMP with deep learning
significantly outperforms the original OAMP detection in
terms of error-rates. Similarly, ML can be a viable alterna-
tive of existing MIMO pre-equalization and other precoding
methods. In addition, ML will also be used as a complemen-
tary technique to improve performance of the existing detec-
tion or precoding methods. Many of convex optimization
based algorithms are currently tuned manually to optimize
their performance. ML can be used to tune detection or pre-
coding algorithms automatically. For example, in [117], ANN
has been used to optimize biConvex 1-bit PrecOding (C2PO)
algorithm which achieves same error-rate performance of the
original C2PO algorithm with 2× lower complexity.
ML methods can be also be an alternative for channel esti-

mation methods. Conventional pilot based training of chan-
nel estimation can be challenging in terms of performance
and complexity. According to [118] and [119], ML methods
are effective for single-input single-output (SISO) channel
estimation. In [118], the efficacy of DL for SISO channel
estimation and signal detection is shown for an OFDM sys-
tem. The proposed DL approach, which is trained off-line,
estimates the Channel State Information (CSI) implicitly and
detect the transmitted symbols. The DL method can address
the channel distortion and recover the transmitted symbol
with a performance comparable to the MMSE channel esti-
mator. In addition, the proposed approach is more robust with
fewer training pilots. In [119], the authors present a fully
complex extreme learning machine (C-ELM) based SISO
channel estimation and equalization method. Unlike [118],
C-ELM performs the training step also online at the receiver

side. ML methods are also shown to be effective for MIMO
channel estimation schemes. For example, channel estima-
tion is very complex when the number of RF chains is limited
in the millimeter-wave MIMO receiver. In [114], a Learned
Denoising-based Approximate Message Passing (LDAMP)
ANN is proposed to address this problem. The results show
the potential of DL formmWave channel estimation. In [120],
a DL method is proposed for Direction-of-Arrival (DOA)
and channel estimation. The deep ANN is applied for offline
and online learning to characterize the channel statistics in
the angle domain. ML can also be used as a complemen-
tary technique rather than a replacement of existing channel
estimation methods. For example, in [121], a DL based pilot
allocation scheme is proposed. This technique improves the
overall performance of the system by alleviating pilot con-
tamination through learning the relationship between pilot
assignment and user distribution. ML has been also used for
other applications of MIMO systems.

In [116], ML-based antenna selection technique for wire-
less communication has been proposed. The author’s applied
multiclass classification algorithms, i.e. multiclass k-nearest
neighbors (KNN) and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to
classify the CSI and associate it with a set of antennas that
provide the best communication performance.

The ML algorithms excel for classification tasks and CNN
is commonly used in image classification. The same princi-
ple can be applied in the physical layer for the modulation
recognition task. In [115], an ANN architecture is proposed
as a modulation classifier for analog and digital modula-
tions. The architecture is comprised of three main blocks:
pre-processing the key features of the signal, the training and
learning phase, and the test phase to decide the modulation.
The authors carried out extensive simulations for twelve ana-
log and six digital modulation signals and the success rate
of the ANN was over 96% at the SNR of 15 dB. A CNN
basedmodulation classifier is presented in [62]. The classifier
consisted of a series of convolutional layers, followed by
dense layers and terminated with a dense softmax layer. The
classifier is trained by 1.2M sequences for IQ samples cover-
ing 10 different digital and analog modulation schemes. The
system takes into consideration the multipath fading effects,
sample rate offset and center frequency offset.

F. LESSONS LEARNED
Despite the potential of ML schemes for the physical layer,
major challenges remain due to the nature of the physical
layer algorithms and the complexity of ANNs.Many physical
layer algorithms have closed-form mathematical expressions
and it is difficult to justify the use of anML scheme for such a
scenario. However, as we mentioned earlier, the closed-form
expressions are often based on the assumption of oversimpli-
fied and unrealistic system models. The pattern recognition
problems, such as modulation recognition, can be replaced
with the information provided in the 5G or LTE transmit
frame header. A simple flag can be used in the receiver which
indicates what modulation scheme is used. Therefore, it is
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essential to justify the use of ML for a particular pattern
recognition application. The main challenge related to the use
of ML for MIMO equalization or detection is the quality of
channel estimates. Most of the detection problems assume
non-varying CSI at the receiver. The ML schemes must cope
with the changes in channel parameters. It is possible that
re-training an ANN for varying channel conditions might
make a detection algorithm prohibitively complex. It should
be noted that the traditional pilot based channel estimation
algorithms are also not simple when the antenna dimensions
go higher [122]. In the case of channel decoding, the use of
ML methods is still complex for long codewords. Despite the
introduction of DL, most of the DL decoders are proposed
for short codewords. The applicability of DL for decoding
long codewords still requires tremendous research efforts.
In a nutshell, the application ML is perfectly justified for
physical layer algorithms that are highly non-linear in nature
and where the mathematical model is far from perfection.
Therefore, ML will continue to excel for applications like
pre-distortion. On the other hand, the sub-optimal algorithms
can provide very good performance with feasible complexity
for many baseband applications. Therefore, more research is
necessary tomake theML solutions competitive against those
applications.

IV. ML FOR LAYER TWO: MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL
In wireless networks, the spectrum is a scarce resource, and
therefore, robust MAC providing channel access to multiple
users is required to maximize the spectrum utilization and
guarantee the Quality of Service (QoS). With the increas-
ing number of connected devices that expand the optimiza-
tion domain with an ever-growing number of parameters
and tighter QoS requirements, MAC is expected to reach
unprecedented complexity. MAC protocol depends on the
combination of network architecture, communication model
and duplexmechanisms (i.e., enabling bi-direction communi-
cation via time division duplexing (TDD), frequency division
duplexing (FDD), full-duplexing), and therefore, the constant
evolution in a wireless network with new technological com-
ponents (e.g. flexible duplexing, adaptive frame numerolo-
gies, the convergence of heterogeneous wireless networks
with multi-interface radio devices) increase the complexity
of MAC tasks even further. Thus, MAC can be regarded as a
large-scale control problem with diverse QoS constraints and
optimization of such a problem with traditional rule-based
algorithms is not the optimal choice. Until today, most of the
algorithms for MAC radio resource allocation are based on
an optimization approach that requires assumptions to relax
the non-convex problem and provides a sub-optimal solution
as complexity prevents solving the full non-convex problem
[123], [124].

Moreover, wireless networks are rich in data, where data
is continuously gathered from a massive amount of user
devices and network entities in the form of radio and sys-
tem measurements [125], [126]. However, the current MAC
protocols derive little insight from such data as it considered

to be short-lived and localized commodity due to aging and
user mobility [127]. The evolution in the field of ML and
wireless networks provides an opportunity to exploit such
data in multiple dimensions and create data-driven wireless
networks that are more robust and autonomous in changing
environments. This section presents a holistic overview of
the potential research directions and the associated challenges
brought forward by the use of ML algorithms in the MAC
protocol design for future wireless networks.

A. INTERFERENCE PREDICTION
Air is a shared medium and transmission of signals by mul-
tiple devices in the same frequency disturbs the reception of
these signals. This phenomenon is coined as ‘‘interference’’.
Despite the advances in modeling interference dynamics in
wireless networks [128], [129] using approaches such as
Interference Alignment, researchers have not been able to
devise algorithms that can harness the full potential of inter-
ference knowledge to improve the QoS of communication.
The basic idea of Interference Alignment is to coordinate
multiple transmitters to align the mutual interference at the
receiver. However, there are ongoing efforts to use machine
learning like an autoregressive (AR) model by which the
next state is predicted with some past states to improve the
performance of interference alignment algorithms [130]. One
of the main challenges in using the interference information
is its randomness and short-time validity due to mobility.
Furthermore, the identification of the exact source of inter-
ference among multiple sources and the randomness of an
interferer in each time instance make the problem even more
challenging.

As the next generation of communication systems are
expected to support new communication paradigms such as
IoT and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) services besides the
traditional voice and data services, the expected impact of
co-channel and inter-cell interference is even more rigor-
ous. Particularly, with the newly introduced technologies for
licensed (i.e., NB-IoT, LTE-M) and unlicensed (i.e., LoRa,
Sigfox) spectrum, specifically designed to support massive
IoT systems, interference in such networks raises serious
concerns on the potential of these technologies. In the case
of licensed spectrum technologies, a number of scenarios can
be expected where transmission overlaps with other transmis-
sions in a network in frequency and time domain. This is due
to the provision of operation within the existing LTE band
and the allocation of frequency resources to a device with 1-
subcarrier granularity. On the other hand, in the unlicensed
spectrum, the large number of devices competing for the free
spectrum causes collisions. Interference limits the potential
of these technologies and degrades the overall network per-
formance. However, in areas without the network coverage
of licensed spectrum, unlicensed technologies are the only
possible options.

To cope with the wireless interference problem, a device
must estimate interference dynamics and predict the inter-
ference well before the transmission. The main benefit of
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predicting the interference is to reduce the control signaling
overhead, particularly in system with strict latency require-
ments such as URLLC. Moreover, interference prediction
will help to manage resources or beam in a proactive manner
and improve efficiency. Moreover, prior knowledge of inter-
ference can be used to either cancel the unwanted component
from the received signal or otherwise manage the interference
to reduce the impact and improve the spectral efficiency of the
system.

No doubt, interference prediction is challenging as a wire-
less signal can be corrupted by a variety of ambient wireless
signals such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and LTE and the signal can
be further attenuated by walls and other obstacles. However,
the advancement in ML provides prediction algorithms to
address this challenge and to improve the performance of
wireless networks as illustrated in Table 5. The algorithm
using K-means and stacked autoencoders clustering (AEC)
to extract key features of wireless signals to predict the inter-
ference is presented in [131]. A comparison with traditional
adaptive filtering with the LMS approach shows that up to
18 dB gain can be achieved in SNR. Similarly, in [132],
the interference prediction algorithm inspired by semi-blind
channel estimation is proposed based on the learning traffic
pattern and the transmission behavior of the interference
nodes. The proposed scheme underestimates the interference
as it does not consider the newly originated transmission.
This problem can be tackled by predicting inference with
learning techniques but at the cost of increased complex-
ity. Two interference prediction algorithms based on Hidden
Markov Models (HMM) and Concordance Algorithm (CA)
for unlicensed band ZigBee transmission to predict the white
spaces, i.e., space where no transmission occurs, particularly
for Wi-Fi signal, are presented in [133]. The HMM algorithm
relies on training data to predict the next occurrence of white
space, whereas CA relies on past data and does not require
training. The CA is shown to perform better than HMM.

For the licensed spectrum, Cooperative Interference Pre-
diction (CIP) is proposed [134]–[136] to predict the expected
inter-cell interference from neighboring cell devices. The
main idea of CIP is to exchange information about the
expected scheduling of devices between the wireless access
points based on predicted channel conditions, thus each
access point knows the potential interferer and will be able
to estimate the interference and perform channel allocation
accordingly to mitigate the impact of interference. Particu-
larly, the technique is beneficial for licensed spectrum tech-
nologies where access point allocates the channel resources.
Moreover, in the case of licensed IoT technologies like
NB-IoT and LTE-M, CIP is expected to perform better as
devices with fixed locations cause less channel variation.
However, as the algorithm is based on channel prediction
between devices and access points, ML can play a vital
role in improving the performance of CIP to improve the
channel estimation and also by predicting the expected user
scheduling based on the traffic pattern. Furthermore, in [137],
a Kalman filter-based interference prediction algorithm is

presented. The algorithm observes the co-channel tempo-
ral correlation to predict interference during the contigu-
ous data transmission. The desired performance is achieved
by determining the required transmission power based on
the predicted interference. An interference prediction algo-
rithm based on General-order Linear Continuous-time (GLC)
mobility model for wireless Ad-hoc networks is presented in
[138]. The algorithm uses GLC to derive Mean and Moment
Generating Function (MGF) of interference prediction. The
presented closed-form expressions only exist in special cases,
though. Closed-form approximations can be derived for these
statistics using a cumulant-based approach as in [139].

No doubt, interference is the major factor limiting the per-
formance of wireless networks and the impact of interference
depends on a number of factors such as network topology,
traffic pattern, duration of traffic, and transmission power.
Due to such a large number of parameters and their corre-
sponding randomness, an ML-based algorithm to predict the
expected interference can help to improve the performance
of MAC tasks such as resource allocation, asymmetric traffic
accommodation, and transmission power control which in
turn improve the performance of the overall wireless network
[140], [141].

B. USER MOBILITY AND ASSOCIATION
User mobility and localization techniques are finding their
way as an integral part of 5G due to the significant benefits
in terms of enabling SON (i.e. enabling proactive handover
and resource management) [142], [143] and location-aware
services such as factory and process automation, intelligent
transportation systems, unmanned aerial vehicles, etc [144].
The expected positioning accuracy target for 5G is less than
1 m in urban (and indoor) scenarios and less than 2 m in sub-
urban scenarios where the vehicle speeds are up to 100 Km/h
[145].

To support such variety of applications and performance
requirements, 5G is characterized with several disruptive
features, which have direct implications to positioning and
mobility [146]. These features include network densification,
mm-Wave, and massive MIMO, as well as device-to-device
communication. The use of mmWave brings a two-fold
advantage: large available bandwidth and the possibility to
pack a large number of antenna elements even in small spaces
(e.g., in a smartphone). Wideband signals offer better time
resolution and robustness to multipath thus improving the
performance of Observed/Uplink Time Difference Of Arrival
OTDOA/UTDOA schemes, as well as paving the way to
new positioning methods such as multipath-assisted local-
ization exploiting specular multipath components to obtain
additional position information from radio signals. Despite
the improvement in the precision of angle-of-arrival based
localization systems, particular attention has to be paid to
hardware complexity and cost complexity considerations;
whereas power consumption and computational burden turn
out to be key challenges for IoT-based localization. No doubt,
the larger bandwidths in 5G systems allow for a higher degree
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of delay resolution. On the other, higher carrier frequencies
result in fewer propagation paths and the possibility to pack
more antennas into a given area. All the above, clearly, leads
to a high degree of resolvability of multipath signals and,
in turn, enhanced positioning accuracy. Network densifica-
tion is also beneficial in that it maximizes the probability of
having LOS condition with, possibly, multiple base stations.
Along with that, the availability of device-to-device links
also provides an additional source of positioning information.
The narrow bandwidth and large coverage of long-range IoT
solutions (LoRa, Sigfox, NB-IoT, etc.), on the contrary, limit
to a large extent their achievable positioning performance.

Traditionally, the solutions proposed for user associa-
tion and localization are based on heuristic approaches and
automation of processes are only limited to low complexity
solution like triggering [147]. The solutions so far do not
really capitalize on the potential of information that can
be retrieved from the wireless networks. There have been
some efforts to realize the potential of advance ML tech-
niques in enabling such networks [148]–[156] as presented
in Table 5. In [148], the author presents an algorithm for
user association problems for infrastructure-based networks
using online policy gradient RL by modeling the problem as
a Markov Decision Process. The proposed model considers
traffic dynamics which make it possible to optimize perfor-
mance from the measurements directly perceived from the
users. Another algorithm based on RNN for user association
to a base station and mobility prediction for seamless han-
dover is presented in [149]. It is shown that the proposed algo-
rithm significantly improvesmobility prediction and facilities
virtual cell formation for user mobility management. Simi-
larly, in [150]–[153], RL based admission control algorithms
for infrastructure-based networks are presented for seamless
handover and load balancing among base stations to ensure
improved QoS.

For Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET), in [154],
the author presents a mobility prediction approach using
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) based on single
feed-forward architecture. ELM does not require tuning of
parameters and the initial weights also have no impact on
the performance of the algorithm. Furthermore, an algo-
rithm based on an RNN for mobility prediction is presented
in [155]. However, the algorithm is based on node location
which is based on the Global Positioning System (GPS)
which limits the accuracy and reliability of the proposed
solution. Besides the mobility prediction, ML techniques can
also help to address node movement prediction in MANETs
as in [156]. The idea is to allow nodes to control their position
to optimize connectivity.

However, the accuracy of mobility and user association
algorithms presented are highly based on accurate prediction
of positioning or localization. Many studies develop localiza-
tion algorithms based on Wi-Fi, cellular networks and GPS
signals [157]–[160]. However, in terms of cellular networks,
the positioning algorithms which are even part of the 3GPP
standard such as OTDOA and UTDOA are clearly not able

to meet the requirement of future 5G networks as they are
designed for a target accuracy of 50 m [161].

In this regard, many researcher studies ML techniques
for localization to improve the accuracy of these algorithms
by training the algorithms with phase information, estimate
the angle of arrival with an ML using phase fingerprint-
ing [162]–[165]. In [162], an indoor positioning algorithm
based on KNN is proposed using historical data for estima-
tion of mobile user position. Similarly, in [163], an algo-
rithm for positioning estimates based on DNN is presented.
The proposed algorithm employs stacked denoising autoen-
coder (SDA) and Hidden-Markov model (HMM) to mini-
mize the feature set to smooth the original location without
degrading information content. In [164], the author com-
bines the SVM and ANN to estimate the position of the
user based on the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI).
However, the focus of work is on the boundary-level local-
ization rather than the actual position of the user. In [165],
the authors present a CNN based fingerprinting technique
for indoor localization based on channel frequency response
(CFR). Similarly, in [166], the author presents the deep
long short-term memory (LF-DLSTM) approach for indoor
localization based on RSSI. The proposed algorithm reduces
the noise effects to improve positioning accuracy. However,
the fundamental issue in most of the proposed positioning
algorithms based on ML techniques and even in the conven-
tional algorithms (i.e., OTDOA, UTDOA, RSSI, Cell-ID) is
the reliance on single value estimates (SVEs) which can be
either phase information, angle of arrival or RSSI. There-
fore, localization estimate depends heavily on the quality
of such SVEs, which degrade or have high random in the
wireless environment due to multipath and Non-Line-of-
Sight (NLOS). To fully exploit the potential of learning tech-
niques in terms of user mobility and localization, the possible
direction is to explore the cooperative positioning techniques
through data fusion of 5G with other sources such as camera,
Device-to-Device (D2D) links, GPS, etc. Moreover, jointly
optimize the communication and positioning targets which
often overlap.

C. RADIO RESOURCE SCHEDULING
Radio resource scheduling is one of the major challenges
for future wireless networks due to the large dimensionality
of parameters and conditions in a network coupled with a
number of configuration parameters. Particularly for the 5G
system, the cardinality of scheduling decisions is dependent
on a massive number of devices, the range of operating
frequency bands, flexible frame duration, sub-carrier spacing,
etc. Moreover, due to the diverse landscape of applications
with different requirements and limitations, MAC scheduler
is expected to be one of the most challenging tasks.

This is the case with the new Low-Power Wide Area
Network (LPWAN) technologies like NB-IoT and LTE-M,
where the scheduling can be performed on the sub-carrier
level or as per 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) rec-
ommendation on different resource unit configurations [167].
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TABLE 5. ML for MAC Layer.
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The scheduling ofmassive devices on such granularity further
increases the complexity considering that each device has
its own set of requirements. On the other hand, the strin-
gent requirement of Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communi-
cation (URLLC) reduces the execution time of the scheduling
process to less than 100µs, challenging the task even further.
Similarly, in MANETs, D2D communication is one of the
promising solutions for multiple use case scenarios such as
Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communications. D2D communi-
cation may operate as an underlay to the cellular communica-
tion and therefore requires a robust scheduling algorithm to
improve the spectrum efficiency under extreme application as
well as overall network constraint.

To deal with such complex gravity of the problem, schedul-
ing optimization is crucial to boost the system performance.
However, most of the scheduling optimization in wireless
networks is a combinatorial optimization problem and pro-
vides the globally optimal solution to such complex problems
is practically infeasible in real networks due to the demand
of high computational complexity and time particularly for
large-scale networks (i.e., massive devices) [168]. The tra-
ditional optimization algorithms make a trade-off between
complexity and the quality of the solution, therefore know-
ing the dilemma of optimization techniques, it is necessary
to look for a new solution approach for enabling near to
real-time decision making for MAC scheduling.

In this context, ML techniques are promising to
provide an alternative to the design approach for complex
and dynamic systems. Scheduling in cellular networks is
addressed in [169] using the DRL approach considering
traffic variation by formulating the problem as Markov
Decision Process (MDP). With the proposed scheme mobile
network can transmit 14.7% more data. In [170], a multi-
objective strategy using RL is proposed to address the prob-
lem of resource allocation and interference coordination
in Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) network of femtocell
under macro cell coverage. The proposed algorithm enables
the femtocells to identify the available spectrum resource
for opportunistic use. Furthermore, in [171], a comprehen-
sive comparison of different machine learning approaches
i.e., bagging tree, boosted tree, KNN, SVM, and Kohonen
networks is presented by formulating a dynamic resource
allocation scheme for the Quality of Experience (QoE) pro-
vision in cellular networks. It is concluded that bagging tree
outperforms other techniques in their case. An interference
aware resource allocation scheme based on reinforcement
for a cellular network is presented in [172]. The approach is
based on decentralized frequency allocation in the presence
of incomplete information from neighboring cells. However,
such a decentralized approach can lead to a significant
increase in interference among cells and eventually results in
performance degradation. In [173], random forest algorithm
based resource allocation for cellular networks is presented.
The proposed scheme exploits the location of mobile users to
improve the scheduling decision considering a line of sight
communication. The assumption of LOS communication and

the requirement for accurate location measurements limit the
performance of the proposed scheme. Furthermore, a cooper-
ative reinforcement algorithm for resource allocation in D2D
communication operating as an underlay in a cellular network
is presented in [174]. No doubt, the proposed algorithm shows
significant improvement in throughput under a single-tier
network, whereas, the expected future wireless network
will be multi-tier HetNet. In [175], three machine learning
techniques i.e., generic algorithm, fuzzy Lyapunov synthesis
(FLS), and ANN are studied for scheduling sensor networks.
The generic algorithm is shown to outperform the others.

Beside this, ML algorithms can be used to provide novel
solutions for the asymmetric traffic accommodation in wire-
less networks by enhancing the flexible duplexing capabili-
ties of 5G networks which is one of the promising technique
to optimize resources based on traffic demand in either down-
link and uplink [176]. The aim of flexible duplexing is to
perform adaptive resource allocation considering the asym-
metric uplink and downlink traffic and jointly optimize in
the time-frequency domain, such that the distinction between
TDD and FDD is blurred or even completely removed.
In [177], the author presents radio resource allocation based
on flexible duplexing to avoid inter-cell interference. Sim-
ilarly, in [178], the author presents the potential benefits
and the corresponding challenges for flexible duplexing in
wireless networks.

However, to fully exploit the potential of flexible duplex-
ing and to adaptively optimize the resource, it is of utmost
importance to predict or learn the traffic behavior of the
network. Many researchers have conducted work to predict
traffic flow based on linear models such as autoregressive
(AR), autoregressive moving average (ARMA), and moving
average (MA) [186], [187]. These methods achieve good
results for small-scale sparse networks, however, considering
the growing nature of the wireless network, many nonlinear
factors like multi-dependency and abruptness play a sig-
nificant role in the performance. Therefore, recently many
machine learning-based models have been proposed based on
ANN, SVM, least-square support vector machines(LSSVM),
LSTM, etc [179]–[182]. These models learn from the histor-
ical traffic data of the network to learn the randomness and to
improve the prediction of traffic flow. In [179], a 2D-LSTM
based short-term traffic prediction model is presented which
consider the spatial-temporal correlation. However, the study
only focuses on traffic volume prediction. Similarly, in [180],
the traffic scheduling problem of IoT networks is addressed
by adapting to traffic variation dynamically and improving
the network utility function using reinforcement learning.
The proposed scheme shows significant improvement over
traditional strategies, however, the focus of the work is on
predicting the aggregate network traffic. In [181], the author
presents the framework base done LSTM for long-term traffic
prediction by exploiting the temporal and long-distance spa-
tial dependencies. Another deep learning-based traffic pre-
diction model based on LSTM-RNN is presented in [182].
In the case of traffic prediction models, most of the works
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focus on the traffic datasets only and ignores the external
factors such as base station information and user distribution.
However, it is well known that these factors directly impact
the generation of traffic [188], [189]. Moreover, recent works
focus on network-wide traffic prediction and fail to identify
the pattern diversity or similarity among different services.

D. POWER MANAGEMENT
Energy efficiency has become one of the crucial parameters
in the design of wireless communication systems due to
environmental concerns and the requirement that IoT devices
need to operate from few months to few years without
replacing or recharging the battery. Energy conservation in
a wireless network can be performed at different layers of the
system, but conservation at the MAC layer is more effective
as radio can be controlled directly. MAC layer can improve
energy efficiency by maximizing sleep duration, minimizing
idle listening, eliminating the hidden terminal problem and
collision of packets, controlling transmit power, scheduling
node with a less interfering resource which in turn result in
less re-transmission, etc. Therefore, protocols like discon-
tinuous reception (DRX) [190], power-saving mode (PSM)
[191], and optimized power control have been introduced.
DRX is a part of existing LTE introduced which enables
devices to connect to the network on a need basis.

Devices can remain inactive or in sleep mode for hours.
The network and devices can negotiate the period of time for
which the device can be in sleep mode. During this period,
the device switches off its receiver and is not listening to the
paging or downlink control channel. After the expiry of the
set period, the device wakes up and starts listening.Moreover,
in 3GPP Release 13 extended DRX is introduced for IoT
devices with an increased hour of sleep time [192]. On the
other hand, the PSM feature was introduced in Release 12
of LTE and is also used in Wi-Fi. PSM is similar to power-
off, however, the device still remains registered with the
network and when the device wakes up, it does not have
to perform the registration process with the network. This
reduces the signaling overhead and optimizes the device
power consumption. However, these solutions are driven by
static rules and provide a posteriori response to traffic and
context changes. A traffic driven power saving mechanism is
one of the promisingways to improve the energy performance
of networks.

Moreover, in traditional wireless networks, the reliability
of the system is improved by increasing transmit power,
specifically in high-interference scenarios. However, it has a
detrimental impact on the global performance of the system in
terms of energy. As the wireless channel and the interference
are variable, the transmission power is also variable and can
be controlled at the MAC level. For this reason, predicting
the appropriate transmission power based on the actual net-
work conditions results in improved energy and spectrum
efficiency of the overall system. [183] presents such RL based
predictive transmission power control. The proposed solution
uses a database to manage the machine learning algorithms

which results in a single point of failure and more complex
infrastructure. [184] presents an RL approach for downlink
power control in cellular networks. The approach assumes
the network activity to have Markov property and to be
stationary as well, which is an unrealistic assumption as node
mobility is not considered. [111] proposes a learning-based
power saving model to determine the sleep and wake up the
interval of the device. The algorithm is based on Learn-α
machine learning approach which has the advantage of not
assuming a statistical distribution of network activities. How-
ever, the model assumes the packets arrive uniformly during
the sleep interval which is not the case in real networks.
Furthermore, in [185], a reinforcement based algorithm to
predict transmission power and modulation in a wireless sen-
sor network is presented. Prediction is based on learning from
previous channel gains and packet queue sizes. The primary
limitation of the proposed solution is that the decision of
transmission is made at discrete intervals, therefore, the node
must wait for a while in its current state before moving to the
next one, which limits the protocol application particularly in
time-critical systems.

E. LESSONS LEARNED
In future wireless networks, users will be able to access ser-
vices through different access technologies, such as WLAN,
LTE, 5G and DVB, from the same or different network oper-
ators, and switch seamlessly between different networks with
active communications. For example, in the case of wireless
access in vehicular environments (WAVE), especially for road
safety, continuous and seamless connectivity is a significant
factor in providing services. Therefore, heterogeneous wire-
less access is needed to obtain continuity through licensed
(LTE (LTE direct), 5G (NB-IoT, URLLC)) and unlicensed
(IEEE 802.11p, Wifi-direct, LoRA) technologies. The avail-
ability of multiple channels and multiple radio interfaces
can lead to substantial improvements in the performance of
wireless access networks.

However, the selection of the most suitable radio inter-
face for a specific connection depends on various factors
such as the availability of the interface in specific devices,
the required communication bandwidth, the cost of maintain-
ing an active interface (in terms of energy use), and avail-
able neighbors. Therefore, an intelligent interface selection
scheme is required to address heterogeneous networks inter-
operability, adaptive spectrum re-utilization, and network
self-optimization along with intelligent response for fault-
tolerance. In this regard, ML techniques are able to provide
such a self-X feature required by HetNets.

Furthermore, most of the expected future wireless sys-
tems such as NB-IoT, LTE-M are based on the symmetric
allocation of frequency between downlink and uplink due to
half-duplex frequency division duplex (HD-FDD). However,
such symmetric allocation would result in under-utilization
of spectrum resources due to the nature of traffic which is
mostly asymmetric. As in the case of IoT networks, data
traffic is expected to be more in the uplink as compared to
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downlink which potentially leads to the resource wastage
in the downlink. Similarly, in broadband communication,
downlink traffic is more and thus results in under-utilization
of uplink resources. ML techniques can help to provide an
intelligent solution to such problems for the seamless integra-
tion of all the environmental parameters and enable proactive
MAC functionalists rather than traditional reactive ones.

V. ML FOR LAYER THREE: NETWORK LAYER
The network layer ensures end-to-end packet delivery
through a calculation of routes throughout the network [193].
With the increasing complexity and diversity of commu-
nicating entities, the network must be capable to con-
figure the routing nodes with least human intervention.
Configure here means adjusting the behavior of net-
work devices (routers and switches) for end-to-end deliv-
ery of traffic from different applications. This results
in several challenges. For instance, traditional network
traffic control systems heavily rely on pre-defined policies,
which makes the network stagnant and difficult to adapt
to changing environments. Whereas, wireless networks are
prone to sudden changes in traffic patterns and volumes.
Therefore, new mechanisms must be sought out to ensure
end-to-end packet delivery in the most resilient and optimal
way. ML has proven to be one of the most effective mecha-
nisms to solve such challenges. In this section, we describe
how ML can be used to improve the end-to-end packet
delivery through efficient network traffic control and routing
mechanisms in communication networks. The frameworks
along with the ML mechanisms and offered services are
summarized in Table 6, and described below.

A. NETWORK TRAFFIC CONTROL
Efficient network traffic control mechanisms have been fun-
damental to the overall performance of a network, whether
fixed networks [194], [195], wireless networks [196], [197],
or virtual networks [198], [199]. Network traffic engineer-
ing provides mechanisms to reduce network congestion and
improve utilization by balancing the load among multiple
paths [200], [201]. Efficient traffic engineering empowers
communication networks to deliver data optimally between
two points even when some links or routers fail. However,
today’s networks typically perform failure recovery and traf-
fic engineering independently which results in complicated
and compromised network traffic control systems [202].
Furthermore, the dynamic nature of novel services and
devices necessitate automated network traffic control sys-
tems. Hence, ML-based approaches are applied for efficient
traffic control.

DL for intelligent traffic control has been studied in [33].
The authors provide an overview of the state-of-the-art DL
architectures and algorithms relevant to network traffic con-
trol systems. The fundamental function of a network traffic
control system is to efficiently route packets between two
entities. Conventional routing protocols are non-intelligent,
thus, they are not capable to learn from past events to take

autonomous decisions [203]. Thus, traditional network pro-
tocols that rely on algorithmic insights from human experts
must be replaced by data-driven, predictive or in other words,
ML-based approaches. Traffic steering is another approach
that can use ML techniques to avoid congested paths of the
network or even maximize QoS among existing alternative
paths, or heterogeneous networks, as demonstrated in [204]
through Q-learning. A simple network traffic control system
usingML is presented in Fig. 4, where traffic patterns are used
to train the system to provide the best routing paths. In the
following sub-sections, we describe ML aided routing (pro-
tocols) for different network architectures and networking
technologies.

B. ROUTING
Routing, generally, means how packets are delivered from a
source to a destination with optimal use of network resources,
as well as, maintaining the expected QoS and QoE. Con-
ventionally, route-optimization deals with the uncertainty of
future traffic conditions by either i) optimizing routes with
respect to previous traffic conditions, hoping that the rout-
ing configurations will deal efficiently with future traffic,
or ii) optimizing routes with a possible range of traffic sce-
narios [205]–[207]. In the first case, routing configurations
optimized for specific traffic conditions can fail in achiev-
ing good performance in slightly different traffic conditions,
as described in [208]. In the second case, optimization for a
broad range of traffic conditionsmakes it hard to achieve opti-
mum results for the actual traffic conditions [208]. Therefore,
ML has been adopted to meet such challenges.

Leveraging ML for routing has been discussed in [208].
The main theme of the work is to evaluate whether ML can
be used to automatically generate good routing configura-
tions. Considering intra-domain traffic engineering [209] as a
case study, ML-guided routing optimization within a single,
self-administered network is examined with a focus on i) for-
mulating routing as an ML problem, and ii) finding suitable
representations for input and output in the learning domains.
The authors conclude that data-driven routing, in other words,
ML-based routing, can highly improve the network perfor-
mance, but can also pose significant challenges when not
properly applied. The challenges are in terms of network
overhead and delay if proper techniques and learning param-
eters are not selected. For instance, supervised learning with
very large sets of parameters can be highly ineffective if the
traffic conditions have high irregularity. On the other hand,
carefully selected few parameters yet not loosing too much
information for expressiveness for RL yields much better
results.

DL for HetNet traffic control with challenges and future
perspectives have been discussed in [210]. The authors pro-
pose methods for input and output characterizations and
a DNN system for traffic in HetNets. To minimize the
computational overhead and scalability limitations, the pro-
posed DL system in [210] comprises multiple hidden lay-
ers in which each layer computes a non-linear transforma-
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TABLE 6. ML approaches for Network Layer.

FIGURE 4. General learning approaches for network traffic control.

tion of the previous layer. Similarly, a greedy layer-wise
training method is used to initialize the learning system
and the back-propagation algorithm is used to fine-tune

the DL training. To demonstrate the proposed system’s
efficiency, a proof-of-concept is developed for comparison
with conventional routing, i.e., Open Shortest Path First
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(OSPF) [211], [212], that shows significant improvement in
terms of signaling overhead, throughput and delay.

Using the concepts of swarm intelligence for routing is
discussed in [213]. Swarm intelligence [214] refers to solving
problems through collaborative interactions among multi-
ple simple processing units. Swarms can be small process-
ing units and their coupling can have a wide variety of
characteristics, however, there must be interaction among
them [214]. The interaction is based on primitive actions to
complete complex tasks with no supervision [215]. The arti-
cle [213] overviews several algorithms that leverage swarm
intelligence for routing. Swarm intelligence for routing in
MANETs is proposed in [216], [217], providing significantly
better packet delivery ratio and minimizing end-to-end delay
with comparable control overhead, in juxtaposition to con-
ventional routing protocols for MANETs.

Leveraging ML for improving the quality of transmission
in optical networks, an integrated approach for routing and
spectrum assignment is proposed in [218]. The proposed
approach, using probabilistic outputs of ML-based quality
of transmission, saves up to 30 percent of the spectrum
and reduces the number of risky lightpaths. Risky lightpaths
are those that exceed a certain threshold of bit error rate.
For traffic prediction, supervised learning mechanisms using
historical data and user profiles can predict future traffic
requirements and consequent resource needs [39].

C. ROUTING IN DYNAMIC (AD-HOC) NETWORKS
Dynamic networks are subject to frequent and mostly unpre-
dictable changes in topology and link costs. Routing in such
networks places a high load on the routers to guarantee an
effective performance that limits scalability and increases
various costs (e.g., the chances of congestion). A case study
on routing in dynamic networks using RL for routing is pre-
sented in [219]. The study investigates and improves on the
ant-based single path routing algorithm [220], and proposes
a multi-path routing algorithm. The main advantage of the
proposed algorithm in [219] is that the routing traffic does
not increase with the rate of change in the network, making it
suitable for dynamic networks.

Opportunistic networks are dynamic and sporadic net-
works in which routes between communicating peers are
established at run-time without prior knowledge of a route
between the communicating peers [4]. Being ad-hoc in
nature, opportunistic networks are delay tolerant with appli-
cations such as textmessages and emails. However, costs such
as in-network caching introduce challenges when nodes join
and leave intermittently. Routing or finding routes towards
the desired destination in such disconnected environments are
one of the most compelling challenges faced by ad-hoc or
opportunistic networks [4]. Most of the nodes in such net-
works try to learn from other nodes whether a destination can
be reached [222], and such knowledge can highly increase the
routing performance [4], [223].

ML-based protocol for efficient routing in opportunistic
networks has been proposed in [224]. The routing protocol

improves the performance of PROPHET+ protocol [225]
with ML techniques to train itself based on several factors
such as hop count, buffer capacity, node energy, moving
speed of a node, popularity of a node, and a number of
successful deliveries. TheML algorithm uses the past routing
data to compute the capability of a node to deliver messages
to intended destinations. Two ML models, i.e., ANN and
DTs are used to calculate the probability of correct delivery
of messages. The proposed protocol improves the delivery
probability, and minimizes the average latency, overhead and
buffer size requirements. Similarly, the wavelet neural net-
work prediction model was used in [226] for multi-path rout-
ing in wireless mesh networks and was reported to have better
adaptability and robustness to link failures and congestion.

Using RL for dynamic and adaptive routing has been
described in [227], [228] respectively. The article [227]
describes Q-routing algorithm [229] for packet routing using
the RL module embedded into nodes of a switching network.
The nodes keep statistics of local communication to derive
routing decisions that lead to minimal latency in packet deliv-
ery in a changing network environment. In [228], gradient
descent algorithm for RL [230] in routing has been sug-
gested and evaluated. Learning the optimal route by trial and
error repetitions, the algorithm avoids centralized control and
global sharing of information regarding the structure of the
network. However, the network considered for evaluation of
the algorithm is a homogeneous one, which could be true in
the 1990s, but not anymore.

Adaptive learning rates in RL for routing has been
proposed in [231]. The proposed routing algorithm uses
Adaptive Q-routing Full Echo algorithm [227] as well as
adaptive learning rates to improve the exploration behavior.
Q-routing [229] itself is an adaptive routing algorithm that
uses QL to tell agents what optimal action to take in a
controlled environment [232]. The routing approach in [233]
further extends it with routing memory to reduce instability
of routing under high load conditions and improve the perfor-
mance in terms of settling the learning time.

Collaborative RL for optimizing routing in MANETs
using negative and positive feedback mechanisms is pre-
sented in [234]. Collaborative RL enables groups of RL
agents to solve system optimization problems in a dynamic,
adaptive and decentralized manner. The routing agents use
feedback about link selection to adapt and optimize routing
according to the changing network conditions and properties.
By exploiting stable routes for traffic flows, the protocol
avoids interference and congestion, thus, optimizing through-
put in ad-hoc networks. However, continuous feedback and
sharing of route information among non-stationary or rapidly
moving nodes incur extra signaling and computation costs for
the agents.

One possibility to handle a heterogeneous network in
terms of bandwidth, node capacities, and QoS requirements,
as suggested in [228], is the centralized control framework.
In Section VII, we describe routing through a centralized
control framework, called SDN.
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FIGURE 5. Generic SDN and NFV architecture.

D. LESSONS LEARNED
Different requirements of the network layer must be consid-
ered when designing ML-based routing and traffic control
systems. For example, when designing an end-to-end routing
protocol using ML, the latency costs due to ML processing
(gathering the data, training the model, and distributing the
results) must not increase beyond the acceptable threshold.
Similarly, the network overhead in terms of link budget,
storage or caching, and processing resources required for ML
in the routing or switching nodes need to be counted when
evaluating the resulting benefits of ML in the network layer.
As stated in [242], in large networks where the data is gath-
ered from multiple diverse nodes and heterogeneous links,
the costs are much higher. In the case of dynamic routing,
transient disruptions during routing protocol convergence
cause huge network overhead due to topology information
dissemination [202].

Furthermore, conventional ML techniques such as ANNs
have evident shortcomings in terms of scalability and compu-
tation efficiency when considered for routing, as elaborated
in [210]. Hence, adding more resource constraints through
ML in routing on the data plane or routing devices would
exacerbate the existing congestion and thus, the resulting
latency challenges. Therefore, it is necessary to first evaluate
the cost vs benefits before indulging or using ML-based
techniques for routing. For example, DL based routing in
backhaul and core networks is compared to the traditional
OSPF routing mechanism in [237]. The results reveal that
when the signaling interval between routers is more than a
certain threshold (in milliseconds), both OSPF and DL yield
the same result in terms of throughput and average delay.

Integrating DL-basedmechanisms, nonetheless, require more
computational and storage resources. Therefore, latency and
scalability of the overall system must be evaluated before
using ML in the network layer.

VI. ML FOR SDN AND NFV
Conventional communication networks relied on
vendor-specific devices with closed proprietary solutions,
requiring low-level vendor specific configurations resulting
in many challenges including network down-time due to
human errors, security, and management complexity, etc.
To mitigate those challenges, a clean slate approach [243]
that discards the existing ossified architecture and focuses
on a completely new architecture, SDN [244], [245] with its
de-facto implementation, i.e., OpenFlow [246], has gained a
lot of momentum. SDN centralizes the network control logic
by separating it from the data forwarding planes. The control
logic, called the SDN controller, decides how to forward
traffic on the behest of the data plane.

Intelligence gathering from the data plane through the
south-bound API, as shown in Fig. 5, is already one of the
basic functions of the controller. However, embedding ML
into the controller can further boost the controller intelligence
to avoid several risks involved with centralized control. For
instance, in [247] the authors demonstrate how ML algo-
rithms such as DT [248], naive Bayes [249], and SVN [250]
increase the tolerance of the controller under security attacks.
The proposed mechanisms enable the controller to deploy
network-wide drop rule for malicious traffic, as opposed to
local rule additions. Therefore, the coupling of SDN and
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ML can have significant improvement in terms of network
efficiency and security.

Network virtualization separates the network software
logic from the hardware logic to enable sharing the
network resources among multiple users (tenants) [251],
[252]. By decoupling the network functions from hardware,
NFV enables mapping multiple network functions (software
instances) to single network element, or map a single network
function to multiple network elements, thus increasing flex-
ibility and scalability. Network virtualization is identified to
solve many challenges that exist in communication networks,
and is, therefore, considered from the physical layer up to the
application layer [251], [253], [254], and beyond the layers.

In the following sub-sections, we discuss how ML-based
approaches can improve the efficiency of SDN and NFV.

A. ML FOR SDN
SDN enables applications to manipulate the behavior of the
network through generating flow forwarding rules [255],
[256]. Application-aware traffic control opens new oppor-
tunities to prioritize and de-prioritize network traffic based
on charging, QoS, and QoE policies. Utilizing network
resource visibility and granular control over traffic flows,
SDN paves the way for application-aware network traffic
control. In [257], the authors proposed ML-based traffic clas-
sification through flow feature extraction. The main aim of
this work is to enable application-aware policy enforcement
with the help of ML and the OpenFlow protocol.

Leveraging the granularity provided by SDN, flow-routing
using RL has been discussed in [258]. Flow-routing, unlike
traditional source-destination IP-based routing, provides
an opportunity to dynamically route packets of a flow
through different network segments or even intermediary
networks. The Q-learning approach used in [258] enables
flow-preserving multipath routing. The proposed approach
have benefits in terms of minimizing latency for moderate to
high loads and accommodating changes. However, it brings
forth scalability challenges in terms of convergence, specifi-
cally in large networks. The work, thus, stirs further research
to benefit from RL for flow-routing in future networks.

Traffic prediction and optimal path performance prediction
in SDN using ML have been discussed in [236]. Gaussian
process regression (GPR), a Bayesian nonlinear regression
model, is used for future traffic prediction that reduces
the consumption of optical network resources (e.g. band-
width) by 9 percent. Furthermore, various ML algorithms
such as penalized linear regressions, nonlinear regressions,
and ensembles of regression trees are compared in terms of
bit error rate to predict optimal path performance. Finding
efficient routes or paths for traffic flows in SDN based on
different priorities or requirements of applications is pre-
sented in [238]. The multi-path routing framework [238] uses
ML techniques to evaluate the characteristics of the flow
and possible paths to optimize delay and efficiently use the
available bandwidth.

A survey on the application of ML in SDN is presented
in [46]. The article outlines how ML can play a major
role in network resource management, fault identification
and recovery, network security, traffic scheduling, and route
planning. Various applications and algorithms ofML suitable
for SDN are discussed, followed by future development of
both fields, i.e., ML and SDN, together. Interesting future
research includes how ML can help SDN extract knowledge
from network logs, besides security, resource management,
and routing. Moreover, in [240] the authors elaborate on
how SDN coupled with ML techniques, such as DNN,
enable flexible actuation and management of complex net-
worked systems. The proposed methods exploit flow infor-
mation to provide QoE-aware resource management as a
step towards the intelligent and self-organized cognitive
network.

Knowledge Defined Networking (KDN), coupling the
ideas ofML and SDN, is presented in [241]. KDN extends the
concepts of the Knowledge Plane (KP) for the Internet [259]
through practical implementation using SDN. KP builds
on Artificial Intelligence (AI) and cognitive systems [260]
to enable the network to assemble itself given high-level
instructions, adapt to changing requirements, automatically
discover malfunctions and fix them or report why it can-
not fix them [259]. However, the idea of KP has not been
used or deployed yet due to the inherent limitations in the
underlying network architectures such as distributed control
systems ripe with complexity. By logically centralizing the
network control plane, SDN mitigates such complexity, and
with the global network state visibility, intelligence gathering
and sharing are further facilitated [261]. The article [241]
advocates that SDN, through logically centralized network
control and global visibility of the network state, facilitates
the deployment of the concept of KP which can leverage DL
techniques towards realizing KDN.

Network traffic classification is highly important in SDN,
mainly to ensure QoS for different traffic flows. Compared to
traditional traffic classification for applications, QoS aware
traffic classification has several benefits in SDN. For exam-
ple, scalability is a major challenge in SDN due to the
centralized control plane. Applications-based traffic classifi-
cation will exacerbate the challenges of the availability of the
control plane. QoS-aware traffic classification will yield the
benefit of defining a few QoS classes, and then prioritizing
the routing decisions based on those classes, rather than
a many-fold higher number of applications. A QoS-aware
traffic classification framework for SDN is proposed in [239]
that defines suitable routing paths for a set of traffic flows.
The path selection is based on i) local traffic identification
component in the switches and ii) a global traffic classifier in
the controller. The traffic classifier in the controller performs
a mapping function based on selected features of flow such
as packet arrival time, Hurst parameter, and port number,
to provide a QoS class for a flow. Thus, the global classifier in
the controller learns, builds, and refines the mapping function
on historical traffic information to classify traffic in various
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QoS categories. Similarly, ML-based QoE improvement is
proposed and evaluated in [262].

By introducing programmability and centralizing the
network control, SDN along with all benefits also opens
networks to security challenges, as detailed in [261]. The
centralized control frameworks, such as SDN controllers,
oversee and control the entire network from a central vintage
point, making it a favorite choice for resource exhaustion and
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks [254]. Overwhelming the
controller with any kind of traffic can cause a jamming effect,
resource exhaustion, or a DoS attack as described in [263],
[264]. Traditional mechanisms are mostly reactive, i.e., a
challenge occurs and then a solution is deployed, which intro-
duces delay or interruption in services. ML, in this vain, can
provide proactive and predictive mechanisms to protect the
network from possible threats [42], [265]. Therefore, there
are a number of research efforts in using ML for increasing
the security of SDNs, mainly the SDN controllers. Different
ML techniques are evaluated in [266] for improving SDN
security against Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Authors
in [247] used ML to identify DoS attacks and improve net-
work resilience. Similarly, SVM is used in [267] for DoS
detection in SDN, and various supervised-machine learning
techniques are used in [268] for intrusion detection in SDN
controllers. DL-based channel assignment in SDN-IoT is
investigated in [146], mainly for traffic prediction to avoid
network congestion.

B. ML FOR NFV
The efficient assignment of physical resources based on a
history of services or service usage peak-times is an interest-
ing area where the disciplines of ML can yield a significant
improvement in NFV [18]. The authors outline that accurate
resource allocation through service demand prediction using
ML can be attained in NFV. The prediction mechanisms of
ML along with NFV can also be used to save energy in large
data centers and networks [269]. Similarly, ML can be used to
detect or anticipate the sources of performance degradation in
virtualized environments, and apply corrective measures well
in advance [270]. NFV provides a greater level of elasticity.
Hence, ML can be used to detect topology changes, and
facilitate virtual machine migration to further improve the
dynamicity of NFV [18].

In [271], ML-based NFV resource allocation is evaluated.
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [272], [273] is used to
dynamically allocate NFV components to cloud resources,
whereas ML is used to predict resource reliability in the allo-
cation process. MDP is generally used for dynamic resource
allocation problems that center on policy establishment con-
sidering long-term effects, cost factors, and optimal strate-
gies. However, MDP has high overhead costs. Therefore,
Bayesian learning methods are combined withMDP in [271],
to improve the performance of MDP in dynamically pre-
dicting the reliability of cloud services based on usage his-
tory. Thus, using ML in predicting resource reliability for
NFV components can significantly improve the allocation

and performance of the overall environment as demonstrated
in [271].

ML-based classification algorithms are evaluated in [274].
The work studies the impact of flow features on machine
classifiers and their effectiveness for different protocols. It is
demonstrated that selecting the appropriate flow features
increases accuracy and decreases classification delay. Fur-
thermore, ML classification in a VNF environment where an
NFV controller dynamically selects the classifiers and flow
features to categorize network flows results in a flexible and
scalable solution. The main significance of this work is that
leveraging the techniques of NFV and VNFS, classification
in ML can yield better results specifically due to the flexibil-
ity provided by these techniques of virtualization. This also
constitutes an interesting research area to further explore the
concepts of VNFs for improving the performance of various
disciplines of ML in communication networks.

Due to the increasing number of VNFs, service function
chains are highly important to put in order and connect dif-
ferent functions in specific ways to meet user demands [275],
[276]. To utilize the underlying resources most efficiently,
automated mapping and linking of different functions under
strict latency can be achieved with ML. For example, authors
of [277] use the restricted Boltzmann machine [278], a clas-
sic machine learning network structure, with a heuristic
closed-loop feedback algorithm for chaining multiple differ-
ent functions. Low-latency paths are searched to chain and
connect functions to users in order to minimize resource
utilization ratio and meet latency constraints.

Considering a specific use-case, virtualization has many
benefits in data centers. For instance, non-virtualized data
centers exhibit many challenges in security, QoS, and man-
ageability mainly due to the dynamicity of applications and
services [279]. However, virtualization alone may not suf-
fice. Intelligent and dynamic sharing of resources among
applications and services need the disciplines of ML to play
an important role. For example, learning the use of a par-
ticular resource and proactively sharing resources among
various services is one key area where the ML can play a
major role. Mapping resources to services in a cost-effective
manner, specifically when the number of services is
increasing constantly, is a major challenge in data center
virtualization [280].

C. SELF-DRIVING SOFTWARIZED NETWORKS
By enabling programmability of the underlying network
infrastructure, SDN paves the way for efficient Virtual Net-
work Functions (VNFs) placement [281], [282]. SDN also
facilitates NFV to efficiently share network resources or
deploy network functions in different network perimeters
at run-time [281], [282] as shown in Fig. 5. SDN, thus,
facilitates deploying ML services as applications or VNFs
on one hand, and virtualize network resources on the other
hand, as depicted in Fig. 5. SDN can also support the design
of VNFs and increase the efficiency of NFV [283]. Simi-
larly, NFV strengthens the concepts of SDN by providing
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mechanisms to virtualize the SDN control or data
planes [284]. Therefore, the two technologies, i.e., SDN and
NFV, are highly complementary to each other [282]. The
resulting network, combing the concepts and technologies
of NFV and SDN, can be termed as a softwarized network,
as discussed in [285].

By adding ML-based data-driven capabilities, a soft-
warized network can be extended with adaptation as elab-
orated in [285]. The authors discuss that the resulting
softwarized network can react to the environment using
ML-based data-driven observations, decision-making and
control. Furthermore, by employing the concepts of empow-
erment, a self-driving network can be attained. Self-driving
networks can measure, analyze and control themselves in
an automated manner and can react to changes in the envi-
ronment [286]. Since self-driving networks exploit existing
flexibilities offered by the network to optimize themselves,
in softwarized networks the programmability yields even
more promising opportunities in this direction. Therefore,
there are a number of research efforts in this direction. For
example, in [287] the authors use SDN software switches to
deploy data-driven approaches to improve network configu-
rations.

D. LESSONS LEARNED
Even though SDN and NFV coupled with ML can fur-
ther improve the performance of communication networks,
the research in this direction is very limited and ignores a very
important aspect of both technologies. In the case of SDN,
most of the research is related to traffic flow handling and
controller security. ML-based traffic flow handling yields a
number of benefits such as minimizing flow setup latency,
and improving QoS and QoE based on application-specific
flow attributes. One of the main challenges of SDN is the
security of the control plane, and ML has been proved to
enhance the security of SDN controllers mainly from DoS
attacks. However, very limited work has been carried out
on improving the scalability of the SDN control plane with
ML. Similarly, the involvement of the controller in ML can
further increase the scalability challenges, and this has been
not considered in most of the state-of-the-art research work.

For virtualization or NFV, the hypervisor is a key entity that
sits in between the physical resources and the services that
use those resources. Hypervisors map the physical resources
to diverse services, as well as overlook and control both.
Being central to the overall network like the SDN controller,
hypervisor also has nearly similar scalability and security
challenges. Therefore, improving the scalability and security
of hypervisor through ML is an important research area that
is not given full consideration in the state-of-the-art. ML can
be used to predict traffic and service demands and, thus,
proactively mitigate the challenges of the hypervisor being a
bottleneck. Similarly, understanding the behavior of different
instances of virtual functions, associated users and network
slices can help avoid the challenges of over-provisioning of
physical resources.

VII. ML FOR EDGE COMPUTING
The current de-facto architecture of mobile and IoT mobile
services includes local user interfacing, sensor data collection
and actuation, and data center-based service and application
logic at the middle (edge) layer between the cloud and the
devices. Such a three-tier architecture has proven benefits,
including resource-efficiency at the local level and global
availability of services. However, the edge paradigm is chal-
lenged by two major trends of today: the fast growth of
sensor and user-generated data, and real-time requirements
by modern applications related to e.g. augmented and virtual
reality [288]. The current centralized cloud architecture has
been shown to fail to meet the performance and scalability
requirements of such applications and services [61], [288].
This development has intrigued strong interests towards real-
izing an intelligent edge between end-user/IoT devices and
the cloud architecture.

Edge Computing (EC) [289]–[291] is a concept which
pushes various computing and data analysis capabilities
from centralized locations towards the edges of networks.
It enables services to exploit the proximity of devices by
e.g. providing ultra-low latency and high data rate commu-
nication, and provides tools to control and limit the propa-
gation of private data of users. Fog Computing (FC) [292],
[293], is a closely related concept to EC, covering caching,
data processing and analytics near the source of the data to
improve the performance, reduce the burden on data centers
and core networks and improve the resilience against net-
working problems [289], [294]. Although EC and FC are
frequently mixed and various overlapping definitions can
be found in literature, the main distinction is that whereas
EC mainly refers to the computational Edge infrastructure
services (IaaS), FC focuses more on providing a platform for
enterprise services (PaaS/SaaS) above Edge infrastructure.

Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) is a standard tech-
nology by European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) [295] for running applications and providing data
storage and computational resources for mobile and IoT
devices at the edges of new generation Radio Access Net-
works (RAN, 5G onwards). Current implementations follow-
ing ETSI MEC include e.g. Nokia’s vMEC [296], Huawei’s
MEC@CloudEdge [297], as well as OpenStack [298] -based
Saguna MEC [299]. The main benefits provided by MEC
include ultra-low latency communications towards mobile
and IoT devices allowing application offloading, extra data
storage and computational capacity for data processing and
reducing the burden on data centers. Cloudlet [300] is another
technology for realizing EC and FC. The main difference
to MEC is that Cloudlet is considered a lightweight virtual-
ization platform, thus it can be deployed on less resourceful
edge nodes and used as a standalone implementation, that is
configured and managed locally.

Following the vision of collaborative ML and EC, pre-
sented in [61], we recognize a two-fold role for ML in
the context of edge/fog computing: 1) ML provides new
capabilities such as predictive or decentralized control and
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system orchestration, and predictive maintenance of network
infrastructure and 2) distributed edge platforms provide the
ML models with massive amounts of local data in a timely
fashion to improve through online training. These roles ofML
are visualized in Fig. 6.

In the first role, ML can be either seen as a fog level func-
tion for optimizing the placement of different functionality
of applications, or edge level functionality for e.g. predicting
changes in workload. Examples for fog level optimization
include decision-making on how to partition computational
tasks across the local, edge and cloud/data center level. Exam-
ples for edge level optimization include orchestration and ini-
tiation of EC resources, and decision-making on application
offloading, with regard to the workload on edge nodes or
user mobility across the edge platform. Fig. 6 visualizes this
two-fold role of ML in optimizing edge/fog system operation
and providing services for mobile applications.

In the second role, ML takes input from the underly-
ing edge/fog platform to optimize its operation. Training
ML at the edge over wireless networks while taking into
account latency and reliability opens up novel research
directions [61]. The benefits of ML optimization based on
the behavioral and workload (balancing) information from
edge/fog platform includes e.g. the ability to predict changes
in workload, with respect to spatial and temporal constraints
and user mobility, in order to orchestrate edge resources and
task offloading in run-time.

Since EC and FC are relatively fresh research topics,
despite the hype around them, increasing the research body
is currently appearing that concerns cooperation of edge with
ML in these two roles. In the following subsections, we sum-
marize the most significant studies published so far.

A. ML-BASED OPTIMIZATION OF CLOUD/FOG SERVICES
Authors in [301] outline an intelligent approach for IoT
analytics facilitating automated transitions between edge and
cloud depending on the dynamic conditions of the IoT infras-
tructure and applications’ requirements. The authors identify
two central challenges: 1) multiple applications compete for
the same resources, and 2) user application contexts change
rapidly and unpredictably. As a potential solution, the authors
propose an architecture which, based on the system context
and user objectives, divides the analytic task into segments
that can be offloaded to surrogate edge nodes that then return
the results to the user application. This adaptive orchestration
requires flexible platform architectures and system support
services and enhances design-time deployment configura-
tions by provisioning of cloud resources on the edge.

An intelligent resource allocation algorithm for optimal
distribution of edge and cloud resources based on genetic
algorithms is presented in [302]. With an iterative process,
the proposed algorithm provides an optimal solution match-
ing cloud provider resources with the applications. Based
on evaluations, the authors conclude that the algorithm is
effective in finding a Pareto-optimal match of cloud provider
resources and can be tuned to specific application needs.

The authors also state that provider resource ranking and an
application user prediction are the most interesting future
directions for their work. The most significant challenges
concern the optimized use of resources with multiple objec-
tives of application providers and the federation operator. The
facts that every application has unique optimization objec-
tives and resources are very heterogeneous, make the pro-
cess of optimal resource allocation for multiple applications
complicated.

An architecture for composing analytics functionality on
the cloud and deploying them for use at the edge is pre-
sented in [303]. The architecture allows the processing of
data streams to be distributed in a controlled manner, with
intensive but well-structured processing taking place at the
edge. The authors see effectiveness in reducing latency, min-
imizing data movement and preserving local data privacy as
the main benefits of EC. They investigate the functional-
ity split between observer and controllers components and
identify the supporting system tools required for efficiently
composing distributed collaborative analysis applications for
streaming data. The aim is to enable support for collabora-
tive autonomous systems, principally by applying generative
policy models.

B. ML-BASED OPTIMIZATION OF THE EDGE
INFRASTRUCTURE
The joint offloading and autoscaling problem in energy
harvesting MEC systems has been studied in [304]. They
found that foresightedness and adaptivity are keys to the
reliable and efficient operation of renewable-powered MEC.
To enable fast learning in the presence of a priori unknown
system parameters, a PDS based RL algorithmwas developed
to learn the optimal offloading and autoscaling policy by
exploiting the special structure of the considered problem.
The proposed model uses both online and offline RL algo-
rithms to achieve improvements in learning rate and runtime
performance when compared to standard RL algorithms such
as QL. The simulations showed that the proposed scheme
can significantly improve the EC performance, even being
powered by intermittent and unpredictable renewable energy.

Authors in [305] present an architecture for
energy-efficient D2D EC and discuss examples of differ-
ent links and access patterns. With respect to offloading,
the architecture incorporates both D2D communication and
the cooperative relaying technique. Traffic offloading and
balancing technologies exhibit further improvement of the
total energy efficiency and theQoS to the edge users, and alle-
viates both inter and intra-cell interference and congestion.
As future work, the authors consider utilizing ML and big
data techniques to obtain satisfactory solutions to offloading,
balancing, and allocation problems and wireless resource
virtualization to simplify the process of the entire network.

There are several proposals for tasks and resource opti-
mization in MEC platforms and MEC-based networks.
A multi-stack reinforcement learning algorithm is proposed
in [306] for MEC to optimize tasks or resource allocations
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FIGURE 6. ML and Edge for service and infrastructure optimization.

for users. The proposed algorithm improves the convergence
speed and learning efficiency. How to efficiently utilize MEC
resources in the wake of increasing number of complex
devices and services with growing number of configuration
parameters with the help ofML is discussed in [52]. The work
in [52] also highlights which computation and communica-
tion challenges related toMEC can be solved by different ML
solutions. Collaboration between edge and centralized cloud
resources usingML is proposed and evaluated in [307]. A dis-
tributed DL-based task offloading algorithm is proposed that
generates offloading decisions among the end-user device,
the edge cloud, and the central cloud servers.

A number of proposals and approaches for improving par-
ticular technology using MEC through ML exist. For exam-
ple, [308] uses DRL to improve online computing offload-
ing for non-orthogonal multiple access, [309] and [310] use
multi-agent RL for cooperative caching and task offloading
in MEC, respectively. Authors in [311] propose DRL-based
energy-efficient task offloading for machine type communi-
cation in the edge. Minimizing the per-bit energy consump-
tion in 5GMECs using DNNs is discussed in [312]. The work
improves the energy efficiency of users through developing a
digital twin of the real system and training the DL system
in it. Similarly, stochastic online learning for MEC proposed
in [313] minimizes the time-averaged operational costs of
MECs. Service function chain placement and scaling inMEC
using ML is presented in [314]. In [315], the authors describe
the need of AI or ML based offloading in MEC and discuss
some state-of-the-art research in this direction.

Also, the industry has shown notable interest in Edge AI.
MediaTek has prepared an SW/HW solution for optimizing
Edge AI performance [316]. According to the authors, AI on
the edge devices takes the advantages of rapid response
with low latency, high privacy, better robustness, and more
efficient use of network bandwidth. The paper introduces

challenges and technology trends of Edge AI including ML,
neural network acceleration and reduction, and heteroge-
neous run-time mechanism. The main contribution of the
paper is the design of a dedicated AI processing unit to
provide better power efficiency, eliminating 95 % of energy
consumption. MediaTek sees power and computation effi-
ciency as centric requirements for Edge AI. The proposed
solution supports current AI frameworks, including Caffe,
Tensorflow, MXNet, and NNabla. The toolchains including
model translators in NeuroPilot allow programmers to enable
AI applications on devices. Therefore, MediaTek’s Edge AI
solution can be realized in a wide range of applications.

C. EDGE-BASED ML OPTIMIZATION
The new breed of intelligent devices and high-stake appli-
cations such as drones, augmented and virtual reality, and
autonomous systems, require a novel paradigm change call-
ing for distributed, low-latency and reliable ML at the wire-
less network edge (referred to as Edge ML) in [61]. The
authors studied the requirements and key building blocks for
enabling Edge ML, different ANN architectures and their
tradeoffs, as well as theoretical and technical enablers stem-
ming from a wide range of mathematical disciplines. In Edge
ML, training data is unevenly distributed over a large number
of edge nodes each having access to only a tiny fraction of the
data, and training and inference are carried out collectively
over wireless links, where edge devices communicate and
exchange their learned models. Several case studies pertain-
ing to various high-stake applications are presented demon-
strating the effectiveness of Edge ML in unlocking the full
potential of 5G and beyond.

An interesting approach for edge ML training architecture
is federated learning (FL) [317], [318]. FL enables comput-
ing nodes to collaboratively learn a shared prediction model
while keeping the training data on the device [317]. Authors
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in [319] present a method for FL of deep networks based
on iterative model averaging. They conduct an empirical
evaluation demonstrating the robustness of the approach to
unbalanced and non-independent and identically distributed
(Non-IID) data distributions. Communication costs are seen
as the main constraint. The experiments show that federated
learning can be made feasible in constrained environments
since their model can train high-quality models using rela-
tively few rounds of communication, as compared to synchro-
nized stochastic gradient descent. According to the authors,
FL also offers many practical privacy benefits, such as pro-
viding stronger guarantees via differential privacy, secure
multi-party computation, and their combination. They see this
research direction as a promising avenue for future work.

A framework for the implementation of FL algorithms
in wireless networks is presented in [317]. The framework
enables FL to be optimized and corroborated between cellular
base stations and wireless users to overcome the challenges
associated with wireless nature of the network. Optimization
of the convergence time of FL has been researched in [320],
[321]. The authors have elaborated how to minimize the
convergence time while optimizing the FL performance in a
resource constrained cellular wireless environment. Authors
of [322] have studied FL for optimizing ML prediction mod-
els using local training data. They show that existing algo-
rithms are not suitable for this setting, and propose a new
algorithm for sparse convex problems. They demonstrate that
it is possible to design efficient algorithms utilizing local
training data that does not leave the source node at any
phase. The work also sets a path for future research needed
in the context of federated optimization. Examples of future
work include developing a fully asynchronous version of the
proposed algorithm where the updates are applied as soon as
they arrive, and gaining a better theoretical understanding of
the developed algorithm. Furthermore, a survey on using FL
in MEC platforms is presented in [55]. The article discusses
the background of FL in MEC, implementation challenges
and solutions, and future research directions.

There are also several proposals and techniques that help
in particular way to improve the performance of ML using
resources in the edge. For example, authors in [323] propose
distribution of ML tasks for IoT in an MEC setup and [324]
discusses how to improve privacy of AI or ML solutions used
in the edge. One of the main advantage for using ML in the
MEC is that MEC efficiently mitigates most of the challenges
related to real-time responsiveness to systems usingML [52],
[288]. Coupled with ML techniques such as FL, MEC also
improves the privacy of user data compared to centralized
cloud systems as discussed in [325]. Therefore, MEC brings
its own benefits for ML optimization ranging from minimiz-
ing latency to increasing privacy.

D. LESSONS LEARNED
ML introduces high demands in terms of energy, memory and
computing resources and therefore limits their adoption for
resource-constrained edge devices, as already stated in [61].

The problem is emphasized in the envisioned IoT-edge sce-
narios, where edge devices are typically highly constrained
in terms of energy, memory and computing resources. New
types of ubiquitous computing scenarios where digital ser-
vices follow users through smart surroundings wherever they
move, applications such as augmented/virtual reality, as well
as devices such as drones and applications require novel
paradigm change calling for distributed, low-latency and reli-
able edge and fog ML technologies.

In front of the emerging challenges, new types of virtual-
ization technologies enabling dynamically deployable Edge
ML functions suitable for constrained devices are needed.
Benefits are then seen in increased scalability. Container tech-
nologies, such as Docker [326] and intelligent orchestration
using technologies such as Kubernetes [327] are promis-
ing tools for realizing lightweight virtualization with such
resource-constrained edge nodes. Therefore, also ML solu-
tions need to be further studied in this direction to enable
dynamic placement of lightweight ML functionality in edge
and fog nodes.

VIII. AN OVERVIEW OF ML FOR NETWORK SECURITY
Analysis of large amounts of data or monitoring the network
traffic-in-transit for security requires a paradigm of proac-
tive, self-aware and self-adaptive intelligent systems. Such
systems employ novel algorithms and technologies of ML,
and as a result, cyber-security may become one of the best
application areas for ML. Conventionally, a security attack
or a security lapse happens and then patching starts once
the attack or the lapse has been recognized. This needs to
change since critical infrastructures such as electricity smart
grids, transportation, and health-care systems are moving
towards online connectivity through network infrastructures,
and reactive security measures will not suffice [328]. The
change must be towards proactive security measures due to
the criticality of the security of these infrastructures. Proac-
tive security measures require continuous intelligence gath-
ering and using that intelligence to mitigate the possibility of
security risks and lapses. ML, with its promising algorithms
and full solutions gaining appreciation in other fields, is also
used in the realm of network security.

Research on using ML for security can be traced back to
the Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Com-
puters and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) that brought the
two domains (security and ML) at an intersection [329].
CAPTCHA is widely used in commercial contexts where
a human is differentiated from a bot through recognizing
distorted characters or a sequence of characters [330]. As pat-
tern recognition gets more sophisticated, the drive to main-
tain security will also drive more sophisticated use of ML.
Consequently, the advances in decision procedures, model
checking, and recently, Boolean satisfiability have grasped
the attention of cyber-security researchers [329]. ML was for
the first time used for intrusion detection through flow classi-
fication in 1994 [331]. This also led to the work on using ML
for traffic classification over the Internet [26]. Firewalls using
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Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) can be considered as another
instantiating technology of ML in security [332]. However,
more efforts are needed to develop specific ML-based secu-
rity approaches and solutions for future networks [332].
Below, we present an overview of the most pertinent and
relevant ML-based security approaches for future communi-
cation networks.

A. ML FOR SECURITY OF COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
Due to the diversity of services and devices in next-generation
networks, autonomous decision making in terms of security
policy verification, policy conversion to configurations and
subsequent deployment require leveraging ML for the pur-
pose. As described in [40], ML has the potential to help
network operators in situations where there are no prior
data or experiences, or the data is too complicated to under-
stand with traditional approaches. With the conglomeration
of diverse IoT devices, UAVs, V2X, wearables and smart
home appliances into communication networks, differentiat-
ing a security attack from legitimate traffic will be practi-
cally impossible or unmanageable without using the concepts
of ML [328], [333]. One of the stringent requirements of
IoT, or for instance UAVs and V2X communication, will be
latency. Security services such as authentication and access
control need to be proactively carried out within the time con-
straints in order to meet the main service requirements such
as service migration from one edge node to another. In doing
so, ML will play a critical role to timely identify the terminal
actions and requirements to avoid service interruptions [333].

The most prominent use of ML in network security would
be to recognize malicious traffic. Hence, traffic classification
mechanisms helping in detecting patterns lay the foundation
of identifying anomalies over the network [26], [334]. Tra-
ditional IP traffic classification mechanisms directly inspect
the content of packets, targeting port numbers or payloads
in the packets [335]. However, using encryption mechanisms
to obfuscate packet contents including TCP or UDP port
numbers, and changing packet payload structures make such
mechanisms either not accurate or too costly. Therefore,
ML-based approaches have been around that take into con-
sideration several other factors such as inter-arrival times of
packets, flow-duration, payload size, and bandwidth [26],
[334]. Such factors used in combination can apparently pro-
vide better results, leading to interesting research on using
ML for anomaly and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) as
described in the next sub-section.

Using the tools of ML such as ANN and DTs, [336]
demonstrates revealing hidden communication by mobile
malware or malicious software. Similarly, authors in [337]
use fuzzy logic, ANN and trend analysis in IDSs. More-
over, various ML algorithms and solutions such as Bayesian
methods [338] to deal with uncertainty in terms of find-
ing malicious activity, as in DPI, opens new horizons for
strengthening the security of networks of a massive number
of connected devices (e.g. IoT), applications, and diversi-
fied services. A communication-efficient and failure-robust

secure protocol for aggregation of high-dimensional data are
demonstrated in [339]. One of the main objectives of the
protocol [339] is the privacy preservation of sensitive data
using ML in multi-party computation systems.

A number of use-cases have been evaluated where the
disciplines of ML are used to secure the communication
network from cyber-attacks. For example, in [333] the authors
demonstrate using ML techniques to secure vehicular com-
munication and effectively counter Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attacks. Stealth attacks, that cannot be detected with tradi-
tional detection mechanisms using state estimation, are rising
in smart grid systems. Two approaches using the disciplines
of ML (supervised, unsupervised learning) are evaluated
in [340] and compared to traditional detection schemes. The
ML approaches are capable to detect false data injection and
protect the system effectively [340].

A cloud monitoring model based on cooperative intelligent
agents is proposed in [341]. The agents, located in different
units of the cloud, learn about the environment using specific
monitoringmethods, communicate with each other, andmake
decisions based on ML. These agents detect abnormalities,
malfunctions and security threats within the systems. There
are also interesting opensource tools used for intrusion detec-
tion leveraging ML. For instance, TensorFlow [342] is a
collection of open-source ML libraries developed by google
that utilizes complex data structures through ANN. The use-
fulness of TensorFlow-based malicious traffic detection is
demonstrated in [343].

B. ML FOR NETWORK INTRUSION DETECTION
IDSs prevent information systems from unauthorized use and
safeguard online resources from malignant activities [344].
IDSmonitors network traffic and checks the traffic for doubt-
ful or malicious activities. Therefore, traffic classification
is highly important in IDSs. Since using ML for intrusion
detection is a highly researched topic, e.g., used ML for IDS
in 1990s [345], in this sub-section the existing survey article
on the topic of ML-based intrusion systems is highlighted.
A survey of different techniques to classify Internet traffic
using ML is presented in [26]. The target of the classification
in [26] is two-folded, i.e., for QoS assurance and lawful
interception. A comparative study of ML, statistical-based
and knowledge-based IDS is conducted in [346]. Albeit being
capable of robust global searches, and reaching accurate
thresholds through learning and training, ML-based systems,
however, have higher costs in terms of computations and
overhead [346]. Therefore, distributed traffic analysis engines
using agent-oriented systems (as described in Section IX)
are proposed to tackle the challenges of computation and
communication overhead [347].

A thorough survey on using the concepts of data mining
and ML for intrusion detection is presented in [32]. Since
data is highly important for ML, data mining techniques
along with algorithms used in both ML and data mining are
described. Three types of cyber analytics for IDS are defined.
i) Misuse-based that comprise techniques designed to detect
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known attacks through signatures, ii) anomaly-based that find
abnormalities or deviations from normal behavior, and iii)
hybrid using a combination of both. The article [32] then
describes various methods of ML such as ANNs, Bayesian
Networks, clustering, etc. and discusses the methods used in
the three types of cyber analytics. The article, thus, provides
a detailed overview of different approaches in different sce-
narios related to using ML for IDSs.

C. LESSONS LEARNED
In communication networks, one of the most pertinent uses
of ML is improving network security, and that is why there
are a lot of research efforts in this direction. ML-based traffic
classification and inspection mechanisms, specifically in the
age of big data, have highly improved the security of commu-
nication systems. Furthermore, ML has been used to improve
the security of different technologies used in communication
networks such as cloud and edge computing platforms, IoT
devices and services, as well as interfaces between different
services and systems. However, there are certain very impor-
tant issues that have received less research attention. For
example, one important aspect of security that has received
less research attention is the security of ML systems them-
selves, as discussed in [348]. A detailed study on vulnerabil-
ities in ML systems is carried out in [348], [349] presenting
a variety of attacks against ML systems. For instance, if the
learning is affected, surely the output will be affected, and an
adversarial opponent can produce the desired output through
compromising the learning systems by only feeding wrong
information. Similarly, communication systems will serve
highly time-sensitive services and systems. ML systems,
on the other hand, first need to gather enough data to trainML
models correctly and then deploy intelligence-based security
procedures. Such systems, thus, will incur higher delays that
may not be appropriate for time-sensitive services and sys-
tems such as V2X communication.

Furthermore, conventionally the use of ML for improving
network security is highly researched, however, on the con-
trary, e.g., using ML for devising and deploying malicious
attacks, must also be investigated. Security attacks lever-
aging ML can be more challenging to detect or stop. For
example, it is demonstrated in [350] that ANNs can learn
how to perform encryption or decryption to an extent, and
maybe quite effective in making sense of metadata and in
traffic analysis. Thus, it can be deduced that the disciplines
and techniques of ML, can be used in the future for cyber
attacks, to counterfeit or compromise the confidentiality and
integrity of the communication systems. The solution to such
challenges lie in ensuring the correct operation of the learning
systems, the security of the raw data and gathered information
and compliance and monitoring of the intelligent actionable
output.

IX. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
ML is highly important in communication networks, as dis-
cussed throughout this article. In this study, we identify many

areas that still need further investigation, though many areas
like the physical, MAC, and network layers have strong state-
of-the-art and thus require more detailed studies. The future
of ML for intelligent decision making in communication
applications looks promising. In many cases, it is even a
necessity, as the communication performance requirements
keep aggressively increasing whereas available resources and
technological development trends remain limited. For exam-
ple, the general DL paradigm, which acts as a data-driven
universal function approximation tool, is an obvious direction
to go in many of the areas covered in this survey. However,
it is not obvious which particular learning algorithm setup
works best for a given application. Moreover, a thorough
understanding of how these nonlinear and iterative learning
algorithms actually produce their outputs as well as their
inherent learning delay with respect to emerging ultra-low
latency applications possess important challenges yet to be
resolved.

Communication networks need their own definitions, dis-
ciplines, algorithms, and tools of ML. Having said that,
fine-tuning of the definitions, disciplines, algorithms and
tools of ML for specific use-cases of communication net-
works are still in infancy.Most of the concepts ofML are used
as is in communication networks, optimizing one objective
while overlooking other constraints such as latency, link, stor-
age and processing overhead. A more concerning point is the
modest interest towards a cross-layered approach, in which
ML in one layer could also benefit or help in optimization in
another layer. Moreover, the negative effects on the perfor-
mance of other layers such as increased latency in finding
the optimal route on scheduling in the MAC and physical
layer are not properly investigated. Therefore, in this section,
we describe what remains to be done to effectively apply the
techniques of ML in communication networks.

A. ML FOR LAYER ONE: PHYSICAL LAYER
The physical layer can highly benefit from the techniques of
ML. There are some fundamental challenges, however. For
instance, common benchmarks and data sets are crucial for
comparing the performance of various ML algorithms. Yet
no comparable benchmarks or common data sets of physical
layer data, such as channel observations, are available [62].
Furthermore, the varying nature of channel conditions such
as SNR values is deemed to complicate the overall scenario.
What is more, most wireless signal processing algorithms
are designed with complex valued signals, whereas the most
widely used NN hardware use real arithmetic. Finally, it is
challenging to scale the learning algorithms for complex
end-to-end communication systems and systems that require
feedback mechanisms such as those used for adaptive com-
munication.

Using the disciplines of ML such as DL on the physical
layer needs further investigation frommultiple points of view.
The provenDL-basedmodulation recognitionmethods [351],
[352] illustrate their usefulness in feature extraction and
recognition in the domain. This implies that DL methods
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can be also used in recognition of system parameters for
source coding, extracting CSI, and others, from wireless sig-
nals that can enable knowledgeable or intelligent physical
layer based communication systems [63]. Moreover, com-
bining the intelligence on the physical layer with the upper
layers can yield a flexible and intelligent overall network.
Cross-layer intelligence sharing using the techniques of ML
lacks research and constitutes an interesting future research
topic.

B. ML FOR LAYER TWO: MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL
MAC in wireless networks can be regarded as a large-scale
control problem, where multiple devices must either be
controlled via a central entity (i.e., infrastructure-based net-
works) or the devices autonomously manage themselves (i.e.,
ad-hoc networks) to get access to the shared resource. Appli-
cations set requirements for access, in terms of bandwidth,
latency, power, etc. However, the large amount and high
variety of devices increase the challenges of MAC control.
Traditional MAC algorithms behave reactively, collecting
information and making decisions using mostly sub-optimal
solutions due to the complexity of the problem. Therefore,
to meet the requirement of future wireless networks, to guar-
antee QoS, and to provide access to the massive number
of devices simultaneously, MAC protocols need to behave
proactively.

Some progress has already been made in proactive MAC
algorithms with advanced learning techniques. However,
there is still a need to investigate and devise more robust and
rigorous solutions for challenges such as interference predic-
tion, resource allocation, power optimization, and mobility
prediction. Besides these, the accommodation of asymmetric
traffic between uplink and downlink is one of the major
issues in future wireless networks, as most of the IoT based
cellular network is based on HD-FDD and would result in
under-utilization of spectrum resources. Other open research
directions, where ML techniques can provide significant
improvements from the MAC perspective, are the conver-
gence of the licensed and the unlicensed spectra, and the
exploitation of spectrum availability in both of the frequency
bands to improve the efficiency of wireless networks as a
whole.

Further, another open research direction is related to
emerging LPWAN technologies (i.e., NB-IoT, LTE M). IoT
devices typically have low computation power. Therefore,
a delay needs to be scheduled between a control chan-
nel message and the associated data transmission to ensure
the IoT devices have enough time to decode the control
information. Currently, the scheduling delay is fixed for
all devices, which results in reduced QoS and inefficient
spectrum utilization [353]. ML methods could potentially
be used to autonomously select the scheduling delay, based
on the capabilities of the connected node, thus improving
performance.

Finally, in current wireless networks, control channels are
fixed, which incurs large overheads on spectrum resources.

Some efforts have been made to optimize the control
plane to allow small data transmissions along with control
information [354]. However, with the help of machine learn-
ing techniques, it may be possible to design an adaptive
control channel, based on the traffic and the requirements
of the connected devices. In particular, ML methods can
potentially help MAC algorithms predict the expected needs
of the devices and respond accordingly.

C. ML FOR LAYER THREE: NETWORK LAYER
The architecture of the network layer has recently been a cen-
tral theme of research, predicted even to undergo a paradigm
shift. Twomajor issues, however, withhold the major changes
required. First, the network control plane is tightly coupled
with the network infrastructure or forwarding plane. Sec-
ond, the network control part comprises proprietary solutions
forming a closed and distributed network control architecture.
These two features lead to a network that requires man-
ual configurations of high-level policies in command line
interface environments, and a lack of global visibility of the
network state. The results are obvious, i) difficulties in updat-
ing network-level policies in response to changing network
conditions, ii) manual configurations resulting in errors, and
iii) the network is closed to innovations. Accordingly, the net-
work architecture has been termed as ossified [246]. To break
these barriers, loosing the control from the infrastructure
and programmability of the network have been proposed
in different forms from active networking [355] to the 4D
approach [356] and Ethane [357]. The most recent one that
is still a high research focus is SDN, with its de-facto imple-
mentation, called the OpenFlow architecture [246]. However,
the work on using ML for SDN is very limited, as discussed
in the subsequent subsection.

Apart from separating the network control from the data
forwarding plane, there are important considerations in terms
of using ML. For instance, a lot of research has been car-
ried out on using ML in routing protocols for MANETs.
MANETs, in principle, are made randomly and spuriously.
Learning, on the other hand, requires information gather-
ing, analyzing the information and making some conclusions
that could be converted into decisions. The outcome of the
learning may not be useful when new devices join, or exist-
ing devices leave the network. Security of such learning
algorithms is another challenge. In the case of decentral-
ized systems, misleading or wrong information spread by
sporadic devices might worsen the behavior of the entire
network or routing protocols. Therefore, latency or time
constraints-based use of ML in MANETs and security of the
network are two interesting research challenges. The network
overhead created with retrieving information for learning,
the latency in learning-based decisions, and security of the
learning environment are challenges for routing protocols
in nearly all types of networks. Therefore, these are and
will remain interesting research challenges that need further
investigation.
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D. ML FOR SDN AND NFV
The most prominent feature of SDN is simplifying the data
forwarding mechanisms in communication networks through
the control-data planes’ separation [358]. However, this sep-
aration brings new challenges that will circumvent the effi-
ciency of forwarding. First, SDN applications are capable to
manipulate the network behavior. Thus, authorizing applica-
tions to modify forwarding rules, and limiting applications
not to change flow rules defined by other applications is one
challenge [359]. The second, and more concerning challenge
in SDN, is the scalability or ensuring the availability of
the centralized, though logically centralized, control plane.
Therefore, the most pertinent use of ML would be to i) learn
the requirements of applications and solicit their behavior to
utilize the underlying (in many cases shared) infrastructure
in an efficient way, and ii) proactively estimate the burden
of controllers and protect the controller from being the bot-
tleneck for the whole network. The SDN controller oversees
or controls the underlying forwarding devices, and gathers
information (flow statistics) for various purposes, e.g., load
balancing. Adding software modules to the controller to
gather more intelligence for learning and processing will sim-
ply increase the controller scalability challenges. Therefore,
further research is needed to avoid the controller scalability
challenges, yet improve the controller intelligence for both
application and data forwarding planes. Furthermore, one
of the strengths of SDN is network abstraction. Mapping
network resources with services using ML to avoid network
congestion using ML needs further research.

Research on improving network or network function vir-
tualization in future networks using ML is very limited.
There exist a lot of research on using ML for IDS and IPS.
ML-based IDS/IPS can efficiently secure the hypervisors,
yet no significant research is visible on this topic at the
time of this writing. Security of slices, isolated services, and
verticals, and virtualization management entities using ML
have not been investigated yet. The other way around, using
virtualization techniques to improve the performance of ML
algorithms is also very limited. ML algorithms deployed in
VNFs that can be moved around in network premises or
different network perimeters can yield a significant improve-
ment in terms of minimizing delay and network overhead.
Traditionally, ML algorithms run in a centralized location
and gather knowledge from different network locations and
links. Such systems clearly incur high link overhead and
delay. A VNF running ML that can be deployed at run-time
in any network perimeter will thus minimize link overhead
and delay. This area also needs further investigation. There-
fore, the use of ML in virtualization technologies and vice
versa makes interesting future research topics not properly
researched yet.

E. ML FOR EDGE COMPUTING
Given the proliferation of smart surroundings and fast growth
of sensor data gathered by mobile user devices and IoT

devices embedded in our surroundings, the current central-
ized cloud architecture will fail to meet the performance
and scalability requirements. This development has intrigued
strong interests towards realizing an intelligent edge between
end-user/IoT devices and the cloud architecture. In edge and
fog computing,ML has a centric role in optimizing the system
functionality, performance and resource-efficiency. ML can
be seen as a method for optimizing the placement of different
functions of applications and for optimizing the underlying
edge architecture. Furthermore, ML can also take input from
underlying edge and fog architecture to optimize its opera-
tion. Since edge and fog computing are quite new concepts
and not yet widely taken into commercial use, the need for
further research is obvious.

The avenues for future research include at least devel-
opment of methods for using ML as a central component
in deciding which parts of application and service data and
processing should be managed locally, which part should be
managed at the edge and which part to be sent to be handled
by data centers (ML for fog computing), considering, e.g.,
performance, efficiency and privacy. Similarly, an interest-
ing avenue for future research includes the use of ML as
a central component for managing the edge infrastructure,
i.e., coordinating which nodes serve users/end devices at
certain logical/physical area or in certain application types,
or how/where to migrate processing when users/end devices
move across the networks (ML for edge computing).

Another interesting viewpoint to be considered in the
future research is related to the use of large amounts of data
from diverse sources. For example, using large amounts of
data available from different sources such as edge infras-
tructure, end-user, and different sensor devices will need
proper contextual information of the sources. This will further
increase the complexity for the learning systems. Further-
more, current ML technologies are relatively heavy and gen-
erally not optimal in situations where computing needs to be
handled at mobile, IoT and other constrained devices. Hence,
there is a clear need for lightweight intelligent Edge ML
mechanisms, where ML computing is optimally placed on
the edge-based three-tier architecture to provide the needed
functionality, performance and resource efficiency. Further-
more, privacy is an omnipresent challenge related to all of
the above-mentioned research directions. Privacy preserving
techniques that can protect the privacy of data while being in
use must be incorporated to the usage of data for purposes
other than the intended ones are highly important. Such the
leaking of learning data, and maintain learning data to leak
outside the system or used of purposes other than the intended
ones.

F. ML FOR NETWORK SECURITY
An interesting study focusing on the limited deployment
of ML-based techniques for intrusion detection is presented
in [28]. The authors outline that the premise of consid-
ering ML-based anomaly detection to be mainly suitable
for finding novel attacks does not hold grounds for two
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reasons. First, the authors argue that the strength of ML is
finding correlations between concurring events, taking into
consideration previously observed activities. Second, the cost
of errors can be very high compared to the use of ML in
other applications. Therefore, in the case of a fresh attack
for which previous data is unavailable, accuracy in intrusion
detection will be questionable. However, a lesson can be
learned from these observations; ML-based security systems
might provide better results in intrusion prevention systems.
It is also important to note that ML-based systems usually
take longer times to respond to security lapses. For example,
Torabi et. al [60] conducted a study of security systems for
Domain Name System (DNS) security. The study reveals that
most of the systems that employ ML require hours or even
days to detect threats. Therefore, new faster learning and
convergence systemsmust be designed forML-based security
systems. Similarly, light-weight ML-based security systems
must be designed for future networks. The computation nec-
essary to perform security analysis might not be available
for all systems that can generate large amounts of data, for
instance, IoT networks. Hence, further research is needed
to develop ML-based security systems that are capable of
running on low computation devices. One direction is the
collaborative or federated learning approaches [360], [361]
in which the computation and communication overhead is
divided among the nodes.

X. CONCLUSION
This article provides a detailed overview of the state-of-the-
art of disciplines, techniques, and tools of ML that are used
in communication networks. First, the applications of ML in
wireless networks are described in three layers, i.e., physical,
MAC, and network layers. Then the applications of ML
are discussed in novel technological concepts such as SDN,
NFV, and MEC. An overview of ML in network security is
provided, mainly to highlight the need for ML-based security
operations in wireless networks. This paper highlights the
merger of major research efforts between the disciplines,
techniques, and tools of ML and the technologies of com-
munication networks. Since ML has yet to be deployed on
a practical basis in wireless networks, there are many inter-
esting open research questions that need further investigation.
Therefore, we presented interesting future research directions
from the physical layer up to the network layer, and in the
newly emerging networking technologies and services.
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